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SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF PUBLICATION

Established 1882

Vo. xv -No. viii OTTAWA, AUGUST 31St, 1899. Vol. XVIII--No. viii.

+ MINING MACHINERY . . . .

+ DUPLEX AIR COMPRESSORS. .

STRAIGHT LINE COMPRESSORS: ROCK DRILLS. . ...... .

+ Canadian Rand Drili Company
+ MONTRE AL.

UB'BER GOODS for MINING PURPOSE
MANUPACTURED IBY

,TE CUTTA PD :RUBBE 0 F TORONTO

OFIC G8 3'F>RONT SIWEST TORONTO CTORIE S AT PARKDA LE4
eairn & Air.Hose, Rubber Bumpers and Springs, Fire H ose, e C r Ru e oh & b I

For....Tunnels, Mines
and Quarries.

STRAIGHT LINE, DUPLEX AND COMPOUND

AIR COMPRESSORS.
Stone Channellinig Machines, Coal Mining Machines, and Complete

Plants of Mining Tunnelling and Quarrying Mlachinery.

JAMES COOPER MAN'F'G 00. Limited
299 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

BRANCH OFFICES: ROSSLAND, B.C. RAT PORTAGE, ON1 HALIFAX, N.S.



:FRIED. KRUPP GRUSONWERK
Magdeburg-EBuIckau (Gerrnary)

MINING MACHINERY
ORE CRUSHINC: AMALCAMATION:

Stone Breakers of specially strong construc- Amalgamation Tables and Pans, Larslo's Gold
tion, Rolier Milis, Ohilian Milis. Amalgamators, Settiers, etc.

BALL MILLS SEPARATION and CONCENTRATION:
for dry and wet crushing, more than i,8oo at Separators, Exhaustors, Hydraulic Classifiers,
work. Percussion Tables, Jiggers, Rotating Round

STAMP BATTERIES Tables.
Shoes and Dies of Krupp's Special Steel. LEACHING PLANT.

Complete Gold Ore Dressing Plant
For treating by the Wet Method with Stamp Batteries, Amalgamation and Concentration.

b. For Dry Crushiing by Bail Mills Dust Extraction, and Leaching.

COAL WASHING PLANT
Large Testing Station for Crushing and Dressing Ores at the Works.

For Canada: JAS. W. PYKE & Co., 35 St. Francois Xaxier Street, MONTREAL.Age nts: For the United States: THOS. PROSSER & SON, i5 Gold Street, NEW YORK.
For Mexico: PABLO BERGNER, Apartado 549, MEXICO.
For South Africa: UNITED ENGINEERING CO., Ltd., P.O. Box 1082, JOHANNESBURG, S.A.R.

*eeeee..S*ewww.*.*e*@.**e.. e.e.ee.e.....

WAKEFIELD, ENGLAND.ROPE GEO. 7CRADOCK & CO.
Original Manufacturers and Introducers of Lang's Patent.

WINN & HOLLAND - - Montreal

Sole Agents for Canada.

THE WM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO. Limited
ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS

SMODERN MINING AND.eu"

"00.

MILLING MACHINERY.... §

••o...

GYRATING
VANNER

SHAKES LIKE A PAN.
SEND FOR SPEOSAL CIROULAR. t

Peterborough, Ont. OR

CONTRACTORS FOR THE DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLETE
STAMP MILLS, CONCENTRATION,
CHLORINATION, CYANIDE and
SMELTER EQUIPMENTS.

Vancouver, B.C.
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Nova Scotia Steel Co. Ltd.
liammered and Rolled $ttet for minîng Purposes.vt

Pit Rails, Tee Rails, Edge Rails, Fish Plates, Bevelled Steel
Screen Bars, Forged Steel Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued
Machinery Steel »' to 3Y-" Diameter, Steel Tub AxIes Cut to
Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hammer Steel, Pick
Steel, Draw Bar Steel, Forgings of all kinds, Bright Compressed
Shafting W' to 5" true to ,.. part of One Inch.

A FULL STOCK OF MILD FLAT, RIVET-
ROUND and ANGLE STEELS ALWAYS ON
HAND.%ASPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO
MINERS' REQUIREMENTS..".'AaAAAAA
,*,oAACORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED..e'o

Works and Office: NEW GLASGOW, N.

THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,
Tool Steel and Rock Drill

ALWAYS CARRIED IN STOCK.

SHOES ANO BIESi
H. W. DeCOURTENAY

4.-7 s-r. PAUL. s-T EET

Agents for Canada.

cAMS, TAPPETS, BOSSES, HUtt
SHELIS, CHUSHER PLATES.

& co-
M ONTREAL.

Adamantine Shoes and Dies and Chrome Cast Steel. g

THE CANDA PATENT SELF-LOCKING CAM.
TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES. Aise Rolled Parts for Huntington and other Mills.

These castings are extensively used in ail the Mining States and Territories throughout the World. Guaranteed to prove
better and cheaper than any others. Orders solicited subject to above conditions. When ordering send sketch with exact dimen-
sions. Send for Illustrated Catalogue to E

CHROME STEEL WORKS,
KENT AVENUE, KEAP B OOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

AND HOOPER STREET.A V- . C , Pr N M NDAS t.T.. S aaa

C, P. NAUUÀL4N M «dat. iP. P, CANDA, VIo-Poa . J. CANDA, VcePr.laideuL F.MORA CANDA, secr.t.,y. T. 1. JONESq, TrmgEr.

SHOESAND
DIES..

of SUPERIOR quality and at
prices 20 to 30 p. c. lower than
any other maker.

...FURNISHED BY...

ARTHUR KOPPEL,
66 Broad St., N.Y. City.

WRITE FOR PARTICULAE.

MINING
CARS 0F EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

PORTABLE RAILWAYS,
Rolling Stock, Railway Outfits for
Mines of every description.
Export Work a specialty.

ARTHUR KOPPEL,
66 Broad St., N.Y. City.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES AND ESTIMATIES.

s.

Steel
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The DO>INION RADIATOR .00 Limited
DEALERS

IN THE MOST COMPLETE LUNE OF

Steamfitters' Specialties
Stafford Steam and Hot Water Cast and Malleable Fittings

Radiators Also Galvanized Pipe and Fittings
Steam Traps, Separators Brass and Iron Body Valves, Etc.
Wrought Iron Pipe Boilers for Steam and Water.

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS:

340 to 376 Dufferin Street TORONTO, ONT.

THE "DAW" ROCK DRILL.
Righest Award International Exhibition Mining and Metallurgy, London, 1890.

Righest Award and Medal, World's Fair, Chicago, 1893.

Patent Quarry Bars and Tripods. Improved Tunnel Columns. Steam and Air Rose.

Estimates for General Mining
Rock Boring iachinery on

and Application.

FDATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS:W 11, Queen Victoria St.,A. L IZ. AW , London,
Registered Telegraphie Address: "GULDNES, LONDON."
A 1, A B C, and Moreing and Neil's Codes used.

ALSO SOLE MAKERS OF THE

"DAW" AIR COMPRESSING ENGINES.
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KING BROTHERS
15 BELLS LAME, QUEBEC.

Lumber, Asbestos,
Chromic Iron.

ills at River Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg, Pabos, Cedar Hall.
Asbestos,--Crude, Fibreized and Paper Stock Hampden

Mine, Thetford.

Chromic Iron rline,-Black Lake.

REDDAWAY'S PATENT

Specially Adapted for Heavy Drives in Damp or
Exposed Places, in Mines, Saw Mills,

Paper and Pulp Mills, Etc.

CHEAPER, LIGHTER, MORE PLIABLE and
MORE DURABLE THAN DOUBLE LEATHER

W. A. FLEMING &C0.SOE AGENISCo* P01:1 CANAIDA.

27 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal
Victoria Chambers, Ottawa.

WATER WHEELS
1AgSOI land ADAPTED TO ALL HEADS FROM

3 Feet to 2000 Feet.
Specially designed and adapted to

MINING,IRRIGATING i ELECTRIC
Power purposes. Seeuring a high guaranteed percentage
and great gteadinesu of motion, under variable loads. An
unequaled concentration of power and an unprecedented
high veocity. Their quickly operating baianced gates,
affords prompt and fine regulation by governor. Satisfac-tion gnaranteed where others fail. Write. for pamphlet
of either wheel, stating your Head pressure and your wants.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., SpringfieldOhio, U.Sa A.

SADLER & HAWORTH
MANUFACTURERS OF

OAK TANNED
LEATHER BELTING...

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.-

THE ROYAL
ELECTRIC

MONTREAL
TORONTO

MANUFACTURERS
0F

HIGH CLASS

ELECTRICAL

APPARATUS

LIOHI
.,. FOR ..

HEAT

1000 K.W.S.K.C. Two-phase Direct Conneoted Cenerator
Installed for CATARACT POWER CO., Hamilton.

COAST'AGENTS:

GEO. C. HINTON
VANCOUVER.

cou

POWER

& CO.
VIOTORIA.
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DIAMO DRS FOR PROSPECTING MINERAL LANS
Most Accurate and Most Economical Prospecting grill Made,

The Government of the Province of Ontario purchased in August, 1894, a Sullivan Diamond Drill, Capacity 15O o ft.
The Gover ment of the Province of New Brunswick ir February, 1897, purchased a duplicate of the Ontario Drile.

Drills of ail capacfties, operated by hand or horse power, steam, compressed air or electricity, for sale by
KNIGHT & STONE, N. W. Agents.

ROSSLAND, B. C.
SPOKANE, WASH.

CONTRACTORS FOR PROSPECTING MINERAL LANOS WITH THE DIAlOD ODRILL.
54 North Clinton

CH
Street,
ICAGO, ILL.

"Black Diamond" Steel
FOR MINING DRILLS AND
ALLOTHER PURPOSES

IF YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY IT, WRITE

PARK STEEL COMPANY
337 ST. PAUL ST., MONTREAL, QUE.

VENTILATING ..EXHAUST and BLWR
PRESSURE _BLOWERS

WRITE FOR PRICES AND PARTICULARS.

cEACHREN HEATINU AND VENTILATING O.
Steel Plate Exhauster for <'a lt (0 n.,'if. a s' .~ii Steel Pressure Blower forRemoval of Refuse, Foui Air, etc. blowing Cupola and ForeFires

PATENTS The Toronto PatentAgenCyYLimited
The only Incorporated Joint Stock Company in Canada doing a general Patent Agency business.

Write for Term HE TO TO PATENT AGN HEAD OFFICE-79, 80,81,82 Confedoration Life
tofsinE TRiNi to te aten. . Building, TORONTO, CANADA.

Branch offices In &Il the principal towns and cities in Canada and the United States. (Jorrespondenta 1-n England and on the continent.

Bullock Diamond
,gExtract Cores giving exact information of ail strata

and furnish Samples for Assaying.

Drills
penetrated,

THEY FURNISH ABSOLUTELY CORRECT LORS OF HOLES.
FIFTEEN STYLES AND SIZES.

Surface and Underground, 350 ft. to 6,ooo ft. in depth.

Hand Power, Horse PoweP, Steam, AlP, and EleetPielty. We make a
Hand Power DPill that will boPe 350 ft. deep and sell it foP $350.

SIALL PORTABLE HOISTS,
MINE VENTILATORS

LARGE HOISTING PLANTS,
GENERAL MINING MACHINERYand

M. C. BULLOCK MFG. 00.
S E, 2 N. DIAMETE.AKESREET, CH ICAGO, U. S. A.

SULLIVAN MACH INERY COfIPANY,
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RICE
ARTHUR B. LEE,

LEWIS & SON, Limited
President· TOR ON T O A. BURDETT LEE, Vic-Pres. and Treas.

Picks, Shovels
Wire Rope and Cables
Chain

Dynamite
Powd er
Detonators

Fuse
Bar Iron
Steel

DRILL STEEL in long and short lengths.

HARDWARE, STEAM AND COMPRESSED AIR HOSE,
VALVES, PIPE, FITTINGS, ETC.

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF

Dredges, Steam Shovels, Excav ting Machinery. Steam, Electric and
Locomotive Cranes. Centrifugal Pumps, with Simple, Compound or

Triple Expansion -Engines. Pile Drivers, Wrecking Cars, Placer Mining Machines,

South Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

UP-TO-DATEJEFFREY mPMJEFFREYMINE EQUIPMEI
Coal Mining Machinery and
Coal Handling Machinery

UMIES EXAXINL>. ESTIMATES FUENISHED.

The Jeffre Mnfg
CHAIR C0AL CTs. NEW YORK treetCRAN CAL gTT».41 Dey Street

NTS.

CENTURY BELT CONVEYORS
Ufl FOR HANDLING

COAL, ASHES SAND, GIHAVEL, ORES,

STONES, Etc. Etc.

uOhio, L.S.A.

M I
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OVERFLOW
FOR PRICES OF

T. J. C. INJECTORS
-AND-

SIGHT-FEED LUBRICATORS
Write

to

-- .. the

St. W.

MACHINERY DEPOT.

A. R. WILLIAMS & eO.
Write for Quotations on Mining and Quarrying Machinery, Engines, Boilers,

Pumps, Ore Breakers and Machinery Supplies of all Kinds-Immense Stock.

345-347

Scoo of 0 [aCIicalScience, IO[onIO
ESTABLISHED 1878.

rAFFILIATED TO THE UNIVERSITY 0F TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province of
Ontario and gives instruction in the following departments:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING
2-MINING ENGINEERING

3 -MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4 -ARCHITECTURE
5 -ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories:

i-CHEMICAL
2-ASSAYING

3 -MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL
4 -STEAM 7-TESTING
5 -METROLOGICAL

The School also has good collection: of Minerals, Rocks and.Fossils.
Special Students will be received as well as those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE CALENDAR.

L. B. STEWART, Secretary.

St. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL, QUE.
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GAPITOLPAO
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY

.. Ia .L.

THE IMPERIAL DIL CD. Limited,.

IS THE STANDARD OF
THE WORLD

HAVING NO1

QYLINDER
EQUAL

IRONLARE EQUIPPED
To furnish the Modern Cement Miii with its
entire outfit, from Rock Crushers to the last
small section of Machinery, from our own
Manufactory.

We have associated with us the foremost specialists of the day, and
have every known facility for designing and completely fitting theWORKSCement Plant.

FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE ADDRES8, DEPARTMENT "5,"

650 ELSTON AVENUE,GATES IRON WORKS,CHAGIL

CAMMETT CONCENTRATOR
The Most Recently Developed and Scientifically Designed

Concentrator on the Market.
THOROUGHLY PROTECTED

BY STRONG PATENTS.
Price, Complete with
Ail Attachment .a.

See this Head Motion ?
It's built to Run and Stay Running.
Three Adjustments.-It's built like
an Engine.-Large Bearings.
Minimum amount of Wear.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

DENVER ENGINEERING WORKS
DENVER, COLORADO, U. S. A.

THE

$450

0 1
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Ltd,
Head Office: 65 FRONT ST. WEST, TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREROOMS':

1802 Notre Dame St.

138 Holli. Street -

- - - MONTREAL

- - - HALIFAX

Main Street - - - -

Granville Street - - -

- - WINNIPEG

- - VANCOUVER

NELSON, B.C.

FACTORIES: PRETERBOROUGH, ONT.

1 .C-

10 H.P. INDUOTION MOTOR.

INDUCTION
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR DRIVING

PUMPS,
COMPRESSORS,

HOISTS,

VENTILATORS,
STAMPS,

COAL CUTTERS, Etc.
ITSend for liustrated Catalogues of Electric Mining Apparatus.

MOTORS

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.viii
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SCHOOL OF MINING,
KINGSTON, ONTARIO.

The Follovwing_ Courses are offered

i-Three Years' Course for a Diploma in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Analytical Chemistry and Assaying.

2 -Four Years' Course for a Degree in
(A) Mining Engineering.
(B) Chemistry and Mineralogy.
(C) Mineralogy and Geology.

3-Post-Graduate Course for the Degree of
Doctor of Science (D.Sc.)
For further information see the calendar of Queen's University.

4-Prospectors' Course.
The School offers to Mine Foremen, Assayers, Prospectors and
Mining Men generally, Special Courses of Inrtruction beginning
January 9th, 1900, and continuing eight weeks.

Next Session begins October 2nd, *

...1899...
* ** *%j

The School is provided with well equipped Laboratories for the study of ChemicalIAnalysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,
Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. In the Mining Laboratory the operations of Crushing, Amalgamating, Concentrat-
ing, Chlorinating, Cyaniding, etc., can be studied on a large scale.

FOR CALENDAR OF THE SCHOOL AND FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO,--m

Dr. wi L e GOODWIN,
DIRECTOR

SCHOOL OF MINING, KINGSTON, ONTARIO

r*,%z ici ikakagL

Ilv-
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

Loases for 1lnos of fold, Silver, Coal, Iron, Copper, Lead, Titi

PRECIOUS STONES.

TITLES RIVEN BIBECT FROM THE BOWN, ROYALTIES AND RENTALS MODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
U.dr the provisions of chap. 1, Acta of 1892,< ofMines and Minerais, Licenses

re Issued fr prospecting Gold and Silver for a term of twelve months. Mines of
Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of i50 by 250 feet, any number of which up to one
hundred can be included in one License, provided that the length of the block does
mot exceed twice its width. The cost is 50 cents per ares. Leases of any number of
areas are granted for a term of 4o years at $2.oo per area. These leases are forfeitable
if not worked, but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50
cents annually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non-forfeitable if the
labor be not performed.

Licenses are issued to owners of quartz crushing mills who are required to pay

Royalty on al the Gold they extract at the rate of two per cent. omsmeited Guia
valued at $î9 an ounce, and on smelted gold valued at $iS an ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the Commissionue
of Public Works and Mines each week day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., except Saturday,
when the hours are from o to i. Licenses are issued in the order of application
according to priority. If a person discovers Gold in any part of the Province, he tray
stake out the boundaries of the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one weck
and twenty-four hours for every 15 miles from Halifax in which to make application as
the Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty dollars, for

minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be selected for mining
nder lease. These leases are for four renewable terms of twenty years each. The

ost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an annual rental of thirty dollars secures
«ach lease from liability to forfeiture for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay royalties.
Ail titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines Department for a
iominal fee, and provision is made for lessees and licensees whereby they can acquire
promptly cither by arrangement with the owner or by arbitration aIl land required for
thuir mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the royalties
dm lienon the plant and firtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of Nova Scote
grants its minerais have introduced many outside capitalists, who have always stated
that the Mining laws of the Province were the best they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerais are : Copper, four cents on every unit
Lcad, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton ; Tin and Precious
Stones; fie per cent.; Coal, 10 cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast, and
varies in width fromi o to 40 miles, and embraces an ares of over three thousand
miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at all points by water. Coal is
known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou and Antigonish, and at
numerons points in the Island of Cape Breton. The ores of Iron, Copper, etc., are
met at numerous points, and are being rapidly secured by miners and investors.

COpies 0 the Mifing Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHURCH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX. NOVA SCOTIA.
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OLD SYDNEY COAL.

S. CUNARD & CO., Halifax, N. S.

Shipping, Commission and Coal Merchants, Agents for
Allan, Cunard, White Star, American, Red Star, Hill,

Atlantic Transport, Compagnie Generale Trans-
Atlantique Lines of Steamers; also

General Mining Association, Ltd.
COLLIERY, SYDNEY MINES, C. B.

Liyerpool, Glasgow, French and Austrian Underwriters.
CONSUILAR AGENCY OF FRANCE.

BUNKERING STEAMERS ATTENDED TO WITH DESPATCH

SPRINGHILL COAL.

THE CUMBERL AND RILWAY & COAL COMPANY
Are prepared to deliver this well known Steam

Coal at all points on the lines of G.T.R.,
C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

HEAD OFFICE: 107 ST, JAMES STREET, MONTREAI.
Address: P. O. BOX 396.

DRUMMOND COAL.

THE INTERCOLlNIAL COAL MINING CO, lamio
CHARLES FERGIE, Vice-Pres. and Manager.
WM. J. NELSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

Drummond Colliery, Westville, Nova Scotia.
CHAS. FERGIE, M.E.. Manager.

MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF

BITUMINOUS COAL AND COKE
At Pictou Harbour and Intercolonial Ry.

HEAD OFFICE: IIONTREAL.

Victoria,
Dominion,

Gowrie,

International,
Bridgeport,

Caledonia,
and Reserve Collieries,

OFFERS FOR SALE

STEAM, GAS and DOMESTIC

0FHGHS QUALITIES
Carefully prepared for Market by Improved Appliances, either

F.O.B. or Delivered.

It is also prepared to enter into Contracts with
Consumers covering a term of years.

Its facilities for supplying Bunker Coal with

promptness is unequalled.

APPLICATION FOR PRICES, ETC., TO BE MADE TO

J. S. McLENNAN, Treasurer,
95 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS

HIRAM DONKIN, Resident Manager, Glace Bay, Cape Breton.

M. R. MORROW, - - - 50 Bedford Row, Halifax.

KINGMAN & CO., - - Custom House Square, Montreal.

HARVEY & OUTERBRIDGE, Produce Exchange Building, New
York, Sole Agents for New York and for Export

DOMINION
COAL

COMPANY
OWNERS OF THE

COALSI
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ESTABLISHED 1864. THE BEST EQUIPPED SHOP IN CANADA.

HOISTING and HAULAGE ENGINES
Of Improved Design and Construction. Strong and Efficient. Best in the Market.

MINING MACHINERY
ROCK AND ORE BREAKERS, CRUSHING ROLLS, ORE

WASHERS, MINE CARS, SCREWS AND ELEVATORS.

Every Kind and Size of Engines and Boilers. Pumping Engines of al
Types. Rotary Saw Mill Machinery. Best Builders in Canada of Dredges,
Derricks, Steam Shovels and other Contractor and Quarrymen's Machinery.

STOVES OF ALL KINDS.

Ship Builders, Marine Engines and Boilers.

SW- If you want any New Machinery or something Special send us your specication-
then rely to get what you want. We employ 400 Hands. Write us for Prices.

Carrier Laine &Co.
LEVIS, QUEBEe.

263 St. 3osepl Street,, Quebec.-BRANCH OFFICES-145 St. laîues Street, montreal.

HIGH CLASS TOOLS
Miners, Contractors, Quarrymen and Agriculturalists

OP ALL PATTERNS AND FOR ALL MARKETS.

*

*

*
*

Picks, Shovels, Forks, Hoes, Axes, Hammers, Wedges, Files, Crow-
bars, Etc. Hancl and Power Boring Machines for ail kinds of

Rock and Coal. Special Tough Drill Steel.

DISINTEGRATINO AND SCREENING MACHINERY for ail materials.

TEE ARDY PATENT PICE CO'T, Ltd.
SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND.

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONT.
Builders of Iron

*••WORKING MACHINERY
.... FlOR ....

REPAIR SHOP, MACHINE SHOP, SHIP YARDS
BOILER SHOPS, ENGINE WORKS,

CAR SHOPS, FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR IINx 0F

MACHINE ToOLS
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLETE.

MONTREAL
.. STORE:2 St. JAMES STREET.

B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Pull Information obtained at the Above Addresses. Write for Prices.



CÂLEDONIAN IRON WORKS
JOHN MoDOUGALL, - MONTREAL,

BOl LERS
OUE,

TAN KS AN D
WROUGHT IRON
W0R % OKaS. 0

HYDRAULIC AND MILL MACHINERY

GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS

IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

GENERAL AGENTS
IN CANADA FOR

Meters,-Etc.,

WORTHINGTON
Rife Hydraulic Engines

PUMPS
and The New York

Filter Manufacturing Company.

PUMPS and PUMPING
.MACHINERY

CABLEGRAMS: "EVANS, WOLVERHAMPTON."

THE LARGEST MAKERS OF

PUMPSIN THEPUMPSWOR LD

TRADE MARK

PLEASE APPLY FOR CATALOGUE No.10A.,

LONDON OFFICE:

16 Union Court,
Old Broad Street, E.C.

Fit. 620-" cri,'
Sinklhg Pump.

Fig. 598-"1 Cornish" St.am PUMP
for Bolier Fe.ding, etc.

JOSEPI
CULWELL
WORKS

OVER

12,OOO
PUMPS

IN STOCK
AND

PROGRESS

EVANS
Fig. 600-"'CorftISh" Steam Pump ,

*for Beneràl Purposes. V

& SONS
WOLVERHAMPTON ENGLAND
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John E. Hardman,S.B.
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER,

Hlooni 2,
Wiaidsor Hotel. tr1 7  ne.

20 Tears' Experience lin the Minig and Redue-
ttond f Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 Yearse as a Specialist in Gold Mining and
Milling.

ERNST A. SJOSTEOT, M.E.
Metallurgical Engineer and Assayer.

Graduate School of Mines, Stockholm.
Twenty-une years experience as (hemist and Manager of Iron and

Steel Works.

Assaying of ores, metals, fuels and furnace products.
Consultation re furnace charges and cupola mixtures.
Deosignng and constn. of roasting kilns and gas producers, etc.
Reports on ines and processes.

210 or 214 St. James St., MONTREAL.
Cable and Telegraph address:-"Sjostedt, Montreal."

MONTREALTESTING LABORATORY.

MILTON L HERSEY, M.A.SC.mcoiI
CONSULTING CHEMIST OF THE

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY.

16 ST. SACRAMENT ST., MONTREAL.

ASSAYSOFOR ES
A N A LYS ES of all materials made with greatest accuracy.
SA M PLES BY M A 1L-1 cent per 4 ozs.; limit 24 Ozs.
INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospectors

and others.
MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

J. T. DONALD,
Assiyter and Mining Geologist,

112 St. Francois-Xavier St., MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace Pro-
ducts. Waters, etc. Mines and Mining Properties
examined and valued.

J. W. TYRRELL, C.E., O. & D.LS.
Mn. Can. Soc. C.E.

W. B. FORD, c. E., 0.oL. S.

TYRRELL & FORD
Civil and Mining Engineers, Assayers

Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyors.
42 JAMES STREET HAMILTON, ONT.

W ESTr

J. W. EVANS
CIVIL AND MININC ENCINEER
AND ASSAYER.

SUDBURY, ONTARIO, CANADA
* ining properties and mines examined and reported on.
* 4says and analyses made of ores, mineraIs and nietals.

Specialty-NICKEL.

J. -. CHEWETT,B.A.Sc.
( H onor Graduate in Applied Science, Toronto Universay)

Assoc. Men. Can. Soc. C.E.

Mining Engineer
Consultation. Reports. Developnment.

87 YORK ST., ROSSIN BLOCK, TORONTO.

DIVIDEND PAYING
Mining Stocks and
Other Investments.

ALL REPRESENTATIONS GUARANTEED.

J. M. HARIRIS, SANDON.

WM HAMILTON MERRITT, F.G.S.
Associate Royal School of Mines, &c.

Mining Engineer and Metallurgist
Will report on Mines and Mineral Properties.

ADDRESS:

15 TORONTO ST., TORONTO, ONT.

EDWARD C. HALL, S.B.
Graduate of Mass. Institute of Technology.

Mechanical and MininglEngineer
REPORTS ON
MINING PROPERTIES

Contractor for all kinds of Mining and Development
Work.

MINE CENTRE, SEINE RIVER, ONT., CAN.

GWILLItI & JOHNSON
[NVIcGI LL]

Mining Engineers and Assayers
Examinations. Mining Surveys.

Draughting and Analyses.

SL.O CAN CIT-Y, ES. C.

F. HILLE,
MINING ENGINE'ER

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp-Bilharz system.

PORT ARTHUR, ONT. CANADA.

E. E. BURILINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE AN CHEMICAL|| ADLABORATORY
Established in Colorado,1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prom t and careful attention
Gold&SIlver Bullion Re®ned, Melted and AssayedSold OR PURCHASED.
Concentration Tests- s. or car load lots.ConcntraionTest-'OWrite for ternis.
1736-1738 Lawrenee St., Denver. Colo.

J. BURLEY SMITH
Civil and Mining Engineer.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

RAT PORTAGE ONTARIO
Undertakes the Prospecting of
Mines and Minerai Lands

Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for all min-
erals (earthy and metalliferous), Artesian Wells and
Oil Springs, also Deep Soundings for Harbors, Rivers,
Canals, Tunnels and bridge Foundations.

Quarry Sites and Clay Fields tested.
Plans and Sections made showing result of Borings

-Gold Drifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic
and lydraulic Tube System and the yield ascertained
-Flumes, Ditches, Monitors and Placer Mining Plant
generally designed and constructed.

Properties Examined and Reported on and Assays
made.

JOHN McAREE, B. A. Se.,
Graduate School of Practical Science,
Toronto University.

MININC ENCINEER AND ASSAYER.
Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.
Surveys, Reports, Prospeeting, Development.
Three years experience in the Rainy River District

RAT PORTAGE, ONT.

Je B. TYRREIL, MIA, BSca,F.GiSi
CONSULTING
MINING ENGINEER

Fifteen Years Geologist to the Geological Survey
of Canada.

DAWSON CITY, YUKON,
CANADA.

IS PREPARED TO EXAMINE AND REPORT
ON MINING PROPERTIES.

JOHN B. HOBSON,
Min. Eng. and Metallurgist.

L. F. WAkNER, Ja.
Hydraulic and Min. Eng.

HOBSON & WARNER
Mining Engineers.

Twenty Years Practical Experience ln California

Will examine and report on mining properties
in Canada and the United States.

The Equipment and Opening of Deep Gravel
Drift, Hydraulie and Gold Qnartz

Mines a Specialty.

QUESNELLE FORKS, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Agents for the Joshua Hendy Machine Works,
Hydraulic and Mining Machinery, and the Well's
Lights, for use in Hydraulic Mines.

REPRESENTED AT VANCOUVER BY

J. M. BROWNING.
Corner Granville and George Streets,

Vancouver, British Columbia.

W. Pellew Harvey, F.C.S.
Member Can M. Inst.;
Member N. Eng. Inst. M.E.

Mining Engineer and Metallurgist
ESTABLISHED IN B.C. IN 18o.

AGENT FOR VANCOUVER, B.C.
Vivian & Sons, Swansea, Wales.
The Elliotts Metal Co., Burry Port, Wales.
The Cassel Gold Extracting Co., Ltd., Glasgow.

Assay Offie and Ore Testing Works.

HOWARD' WEST
(Associate of Royal School of Min2s, London)

Mining Engineer, Anailtical Chemist and Assayer
THREE YEARS IN THE KOOTENAY.

Properties Examined and Reported on for intending
Purchasers.

BELLVUE AVE., NEW DENVER, B.C.
A ES C CODE.

Gold lMines of Nova Scotia
INFORMATION CENERAL AND DETAILED

SURVEYS, REPORTS, MAPS,
ESTIMATES, ORE SAMPLES.

Experience in Practical Mining and Geological
Survey Work.

W. H. PREST
Metpopole Building

Hollis Street HALIFAX, N.S.

xiv
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HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
All Description of

Metals, mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants Issued under their Specal Act of
Parliament.

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Addreqs: - BATHOTA, LONDON.

R. T. Hopper & Co.
SUCCESSORS TO IRWIN, HOPPER AND CO.

ESTABLISHED 1878.

Miners and Shippers of Minerals, &C.
58 Canada Lite Building, Montreal, Can.

Asbestos, Crude and Manufactured, Mica,
Plumbago, Soapstone, Etc.

M CA

BUYERS
EUGENE MUNSELL & Co. i

218 WATER STREET

NEW YORK.•

Canadian Branch:

332 WELLINGTON ST, OTTAWA, ONT.

ZINC
LEAD

SILVER
IRON

COPPER
Etc. ORES

MATTE
DROSS
ASHES

SKIMMINGS
DUST
Etc.

Sellers of above are specially requested to
cOrmmUnicate with

L. Le PERSONNE &CO.
99 Cannon St. London, E.C. (ALSO IN ANTWERP.)

Telegraphie Address: "LPERSONNF, LONDON."
Telephone No. 5,t", Banik.

MINERAL and METAL BROKERS.
Contracts Negotiated. Selling 'fnd Buying Agencies

undertake. Consignmillents Received, Weighed,
Samnpled, Assayed, and Advances made.

Orders execlted and Bying Agencies undertaken forColonial Firins or good stân(ing for

Machinery, Tools, Steel for Miners' Drills.

IRON & STEEL RAILS JOISTS BARS.
SHEETS, HOOPS.

BOLTS AND NUTS. WIRE. NAILS.
Galvanised Sheets and Hoops, Tin Plates, Zinc

Sheets and Dises, Spelfer, White Lead.

WINDOW AND PLATE GLASS.
Sole Agents for the Sale of STEEL JOISTS, RAILS,

BILLETS from the Micheville Steel WVorks Co.
CAST IRON PIPES and CASTINGS from the

Aubrives and Villerupt Metallurgic Co.

e Aglenf°r FIE AR MS froMessrs. AUGUSTE
the aleof "k ~ FRANCOTTE & CO.

Established 1810. Contractors to the British
and other Governments.

Patentees and Man ufacturer a of the "Martlni-Francotte"
Detachable Rifle Action fitted with " Francotte
"Indicators," showing when therifle n ready for
flring and also when a Ioaded cartridge Io ln the
chamber. This action can be easly removed witbo«
the aid of a tool, givlng greater facimity to dean the
barrel, etc. thanln the ordinary Martini-Henry rifles

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-
tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in
Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-
taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,
Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable
minerals, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.L.S., Etc.,
ALMONTE, ONT.

OLDEST EXPERTS IN
Molybdenite,

Scheelite,
Wolframite,

Q Chrome Ore,
Talc, & ' Nickel Ore,
Mica, Cobalt Ore,
Barytes, ~Cerium, and
Graphite, <all Ores
Blende, and

MineralsCorundum,
Fluorspar,
Feldspar.
LARCEST BUYERS. BEST FICURES ,
ALLOWANCES ON SHIPMENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITEO.

CAB.Es-Blackwell, Liverpool, A BC Code

ESTABLISHED 1869.

NICKEL a 

BEST QUALITY FOR ANODES

CERMAN SILVER AND NICKEL STEEL.

The CANADIAN 0OPPER CO.
12 Wade Building

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.
Cable Address: "CU NICKLE."

Use Lieber's or London 4th Edition
A B C Code.

BAKER & CO.
PLATINUM

REFINERS.
Material of all kinds containing Gold,

Silver or Platinum either refined
or purchased.

Manufacturers of Platinum Apparatus
of al kinds for Iaboratory and

Chemical purposes.

NEWARK, N.J.
New York Office: 121 LIBERTY STREET.

Send for Pamphlet-PLATINUM-contalning
notes of Interest to miners and prospectors

LABORATORY
OF

The Ottawa Gold Milling and Mining Co.
KEEWATIN, ONT.

Sampling, Assaying and Analysis
Of ORES, MATTES and

MINERAL PRODUCTS
In lots from hand samples to one thousand tons.
Any size-laboratory working tests or mill runs

-any process.

High Accuracy Determinations a Specialty

LEDOUX & o.
99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Sample and Assay een
at he Purt of

Ores and Metals. t%,)sch or)the_____________________________________Atlantic scaboard

We are not Dealefs or Refiners, but Receive
Consignments, Weigh, Sample and Assay them,
selling to highest bidders, obtaining advances when
desired, and the buyers of two continents pay the
highest market price, in New York Funds, cash
against our certificates.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ALSO ANALYZE EVERYTHIN.

ORFORD COPPER CO.
ROBERT M. THOMPSON, Presidit.

99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE's HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances
made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

SpecIalty made of Silver-bearing Ores aid MHNes--
Copper Ingots, Wire Bars and Cakes-Ferro-Nicket
andFerro-Niekel Oxides for use in preparing Nickel
Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

BALBACH

Smelting and Refining
COMPANY

EDWARD BALBACH, Jr. - President
J. LANGELOTH, - - - Vice-Pilresident

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

Smelters and Refiners of Gold, Silver,

Lead and Copper Ores.

Bullion and Argentiferous Coppter Matte
received on Consignment or Pun ehase.

Smeiing anan etining Works:
Electrolytie Copper Works:

NEw"V Ana , N.J

Buena Fe Sampling Works:

Agency, SABIA As COAHULLA.
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THIS TYPE
LEADS.....

Specially designed for light
surface hoisting and for under-

gm ground work in stopes and
winzes. Some of the Western

DOUBLE 5 X 5 HOISTING ENOINE Mines now using them are as
F«r Steam or Compressed Air. follows:

B. C. GOLD FIELDS, Rossland, B.C.
BLACK DIAMOND MINE, Ainsworth, B.C.
WEST KOOTENAY POWER & LIGHT CO., Nelson,' B.C.
IRON MASK GOLD MINING CO.. Rossland, B.C.
LE& ROI MINING & SMELTING CO., Ros«Aand Il C
CENTRE STAR MINING & SMELTINGO., d1 nd, B.C.
ATHABASCA GOLD MINING CO., Nelson. B.C.
DUNCAN MINES, Nelson, B.C.
GREEN MOUNTAIN CONSOLIDATED MINING CO., Rossland, B.C.

A IRONSIDES M~INING CO., Greenwood. B.C.A
KING SOLOMON MINE, Greenwood. B.C.
RUTH MINES Nelson, B.C.
McLEAN BRO§., Brooklyn, B.C.

This type of Engine is carried in stock, for immediate shipment, at Rossland Warehouse
Eastern customers promptly supplied from the Factory.

Write for

Catalogues

and

Prices.

The Jenckes Machine Coi
27 LANSDOWNE ST.

SHERBROOKE, QUE.

Branch Offices

ln the

Principal

Cities.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTURERS or

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work,

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

Centrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &o.

WIRE ROPE AT MARKET PRICES.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N.B.

S B.GREEN1 NG WIRE C.PFOlaala Fi
(LI MIT ED)

WIRE MANUFACTURERs
& METAL PERFORATORS

6 @ HAMILTON
0F MATERIAL.

Perforated metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,
Zinc, for ail purposes. Special attention

O O O & ONTR AL.MINERS' REQUIREMENTS,

STOCK SIZES ALWAYS ON HAND.
Drawings and Estimates Promptly Furnished.

THE NORTHEY CO. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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17th VEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Estab1isIýed 1882
THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.

B. T. A. BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICES {ai ter, nt.t re.a1
Secretary. Canadian Mining Institute, "tc.

VOL. XVIII., No. 8. AUGUST, 1899. VOL. XVIII., No. 8.

Concerning Western Ontario Gold Fields.

The REvi.w has been frequently accused of being in a measure
antagonistic to the gold deposits of Ontario, as it has also been accused
of many other opinions which it never held, and its attitude of insisting
on honest management and legitimate mining has been perverted into
a representation of pessimism. The REvi Lw lias no need to heed such
perversions, its position being perfectly clear to any unbiassed mind,
and it makes every effort to obtain positive and reliable information
concerning every mining district in. the Dominion.

In pursuance of such effort we have recently obtained the views
of an engineer of reputation and large experience who has visited
Western Ontario at divers times during the last three years, and who
has recently devoted a long period to the inspection of the various
mines and prospects in that section. His views have been summerised
in this article.

The work that is doing this year in the Lake of the Woods and
Rainy River sections is of a much better and higher character than
ever before. To begin with, the owners of locations are much more
reasonable in the terms asked for their properties than formerly, and
are beginning to recognize the fact that prospects are not mines and
cat not be sold as such. Men of undoubted ability (such as the
representatives of Capt. De Lamar) have inspected prospects this
suniner and have plainly, but courteously, informed the owners that
suflicient work had not been donc to justify expert examination or
expert opinion. Many of the owners of properties recognizing this fact
have iade and are making most reasonable terms to secure the develop-
ment of their locations, and if this procedure is continued for another
year it is altogether probable that Ontariu will have a substantial mining
indhistry in her gold fields.

But another point, fully as important, must be mentioned and that
is the dawning on the minds of owners and investors, that Prof. Win-
chell was not far amtray in his article, in these colunins, on "An Epi-
dunic of Mismanagenent," and that to ignorant and incompetent man-
a.uient is due the bulk of the ills that Ontario gold mining has been
hnr to.

This year one notes, for the first time, a tendency to secure
e\perienced management, and a willingness to pay liberally for
Ct.rnpctency.

To the lack of mining knowledge and experience must Le attributed
the slow recognition of the fact that most of the gold bearing veins of
th\ section encounter a zone of disturbance, or improvement, or
b-th, at depths ranging from 40 to zoo feet. In many cases personally
<'l.'erved, a vein which showed compact quartz of good width on the

surface was split up into four or five branches or stringers at the depths
mentioned, and usually the sbaft was then abandoned. In other cases,
through the quartz remained compact, there was a diminution of values
in sinking. In very, very few cases has the management had the con-
fidence to continue sinking under such conditions, but in every case in
which it has donc so it has been found that the sphit vein reunted into
solid quartz, and that lost values have been recovered, and this at
depths of usually from 200 tO 300 feet.

This important characteristie has not yet been fully recognized
except by the more intelligent, and to ignorance of it must be attributed
the scores of shafts vhich have been sunk to zoo feet or thereabouts,
and then abandoned ; though it is safe to say that a skilled mining
captain would never have been discouraged thereby. There has also
been a complete ignorance of, or disregard of, the well established
maxim that a/l metalliferous deposits have pay chutes, or portions of
the vein.filling which contain the profitable ore, or mineral of higher
grade than the average.

Examples of this ignorance are to be seen in every section-in
the Lake of the Woods, in Rainy River, in the Manitou and in the
Sawbill Lake regions

In the Manitou region there is one striking example of where a
very promising property was entrusted to the care of a manager whose
chief qualification was that he had been a locomotive engineer. The
vein was of a width of five dr six feet, and surface cuttings had clearly
shown the outcrop of a pay chute or streak. The manager was
instructed to sink a main shaft where thie pay chute outcropped, but,
as there happened to be a slight rise or knoll between this spot and the
mill-site, his railway instincts prevailed and, leaving pay quartz, he sank
his shaft on the top of the knoll so that it should be all "down grade "
to the mil, with the result that the development has all been in quartz
too pour to pay for extraction, the owner's noney has been wasted, and
a probably valuable property abandoned. A competent manager knows
that to determine the extent and direction of the pay.streaks is of
primary'importance in opening a new property.

In addition to the lack of technical knowledge there has been a
noticeable want of business ability or ordinary econony. At one of the
noted mines of the section it was observed that six men and two horses
were required to transfer cordwood from the lake shore to the boiler
house. The boilers were at an clevation of about 40 feet above the
lake and possibly 100 yards distant from the shore. The cordwood
was unloaded from a barge by two men, throwing single sticks at a time
to two men on the wharf who loaded the same on a rack on a tram
car; when the rack was full (a load of possibly 3,000 lbs.) it was drawn
up a track, laid with iron rails, by means of a rope attached to a double
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armed horse-whini, and eai horse had a full grown man for a driver.
'l'le veriest school boy or tyro in managnment wouldn't consume a
grain of brain tissue in devising a more economical w..y of delivering
that fuel to the boiler louse.

In the best equipped and one of the best tnataged mills in the
region, the amalgaiator was conspicuous by his absence, and by the
fact that So per cent. of the surface of his apron plates was banked an
eighth of an inch thick with sand.

Another property uîpon whichi a very large sun of nioney lias been
spent, lias hîad two milling plants upon it, yet to-day it enjoys the double
distinction of being unable to save the gold in its ore, and of having
the most useless collection of worthless machinery under its roofs that
cati be found in Canada. To the stean ecotomist the fact that this
plant lias 21 cylinders taking l've steam will be a sufficient commentary.

'lie foresiglit of the " Lucky Coon " people in building a miill iSo
feet above, and over a mile distant fromi the nearest water bas been
referred to by Prof. Winchell.

Tt is eloquent testimony to the intrinsic merits of Ontario's gold
fields that in spite of such iisnatagetment tliere bas been a steady
forward progression in work and in bullion won. Impartial investiga-
tion over portions of four years warrants the statement that tliere exist
i Western Ontario deposits of auriferous quartz of a size and grade to

give a very satisfa tory renuneration on the capital required to be
invested.

Ever since the inception of active mining here, whiclh began with
the quieting of titles in 189-92, Ontario's gold mining industry has
been alnost entirely in the liands of men inexperienced and ignorant
of the business; lumber camp bosses, railroad men, merchants, coal
miners, assayers, land agents and bookkeepers have been considered
capable men to undertake the opening up of a new mining country.

No wonder is it that the Pacifie Province, beginiing a new life
about the saie period, lias so greatly outstripped the Midland Province,
for British Columbia was opened, examined and developed (since '91)
by men practically born and bred in the mining towns of Montana,
Idaho and Washington, and hence who selected their properties with
experience, expended their capital with economy, and conducted their
operations with intelligence.

Happily several Ontario properties are now in the hands of com-
petent men, and when this beconies the rule instead of the exception,
the gold mining industry will assume such proportions as will ensure a
permanent and profitable field for hone and foreign investors.

EN PASSANT.
lin the death of our old friend Mr. J. P. Nelson, whichi occurred

last month at Montreal, the Intercolonial Coal Company lias lost an
officer who will be liard to replace, and a prominent figure is removed
frcm the Nova Scotia coal trade in Uper Canada. Mr. Nelson was
an expert in colliery accounting, and had been associated with the
affairs of the Intercolonial Coal Company, as its Secretary-Treasurer,
for a great many years.

It is currently reported than an amalgamation-between the General
Mining Association, Limited, operating the old Sydney Colliery, and
the Nova Scotia Steel Company is on the tapis. From the same source
we learn that these companies will erect furnaces and a steel plant at
North Sydney, Cape Breton.

The Regina Miie, the most extensively developed gold property in
the Lake of the Woods, lias been shut down pending, we are informed,
reorganisation. It is not improbable that the property will be taken
over by Canadians, and it is hoped, operated in a more workmanlike
manner.

'ie following except from a letter received from an English deater
may serve as an index to the present condition of the market, and the
outlook for Canadian phosphates in Europe :-

" As you can well imagine, it is difficult to forecast what price it
be realized for Canadian phosphate for shipment next year, but fr.ni
present indications we think-always provided that normal freights are
obtainable, say 6/ per ton to Liverpool, London, &c., that you coIld
safely reckon upon realizing $9 per ton free on board steaner Montreal.
It might, of course, be possible to do a little better than this, but we
would prefer to be on the right side. l'he Tennessee phosphate, about
which we have written you previously is coming along in laige
quantities, and testing 8o per cent., the easiest phosphate for grindiig,
is increasing in favour with European buvers."

The richness and proximity of our Canadian asbestos mines, added
to the superior quality of fibre, have been pottntial factors against the
successful exploittion of the asbestos industry in the Eastern State,
while the long dictance fron manufacturing centres, and consequent
expensive freight cosis have militated against the developnent of the
industry in the Western States. The total value of the asbestos pro-
duced in the United States in 1897 is given at $6,450, while Canada
exported to that country asbestos valued at $190,971.

An authority whose estimates have heretofore proved conservative,
brings word fromt Dawson that the wash up from the Yukon this year
will aggregate $19,ooo,ooo, apportioned as follows : Eldo. do, $2,500,-
ooo; Ilonanza, $2,5oo,ooo; French Hill, $1,5oo,ooo; Gold Hill,
$r,5oo,ooo; Big Skukum, $1,ooo,ooo; Little Skukum, $,ooo,ooo;
Dominion, $4,ooo,ooo; Hunker and Quartz, $5,oooooo; total
$19,ooo,ooo. These figures leave out of consideration a number of
important locations, including Sulphur Creek, Stewart River, Upper
Klondike, and Scroggie Creek.

During the year 1896 India produced 309 long tons of mica as
against 375 tons in 1895, and î8o tons in 1894, 50 per cent. of the out-
put being shipped to the United States. Probably one half of the mica
exported from India to Great Britain finds its ultimate market in the
United States. Canada during the same period supplied the United
States with about 53o,ooo lbs. of mica annually.

A Los Angelos exchange has something of value to say on the
subject of protecting investors against the numerous fake promotions
characteristic of the times. It says :-

"To suggest a remedy, wtth the object of making mining stock
company enterprises a safe investnent for the public is the most
important measure which the industry requires at the present time.

" Before any new mining company is granted articles of incorpora.
tion, the property or mines of such company should be reported on by
the inspector of mines of the state in which it is located, to estabbish
the truth of the statement made in the prospectus and reports. Thle
promoters of the scheme paying for such official inspector's expen'es,
(but not for salasy or fee to him) in addition to their own mining
engineers' reports. An office of inspector of mines would then havt a
double value to the state. If no company was granted incorporation
without first receiving such inspection and official guaranty, it wou,.
become impossible for fakes and frauds to be presented to the put lie
as legitimate mining enterprises.

" In the case of a sale between a private owner and one seeking to
purchase a mine, such official inspection is not necessary, as the pir-
chaser can consult his own mining engineer, but in the case of sell ng
stock to the public, no such examination is asked or granted in ail
cases, and the stock of new mining companies ought to have the offi nal
guaranty of honest representations and intentions to give them val te.
We have insurance company inspectors and bank inspectors, but lie
mining industry is not protected against fraud."
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W'y are the ternis " Mining Risks," " Mining Ventures," etc., so
generally u.-d in 3peaking of the buying and selling of mining pro-
perties ? Is nirX.g simply a lottery ? Do mining speculations differ
essentially from other speculations ? Are mining risks unusually
hazardons? The answer is emphatically no, when the common-sense
principles which are used in other business are applied to mining trans.
actions. Why then do such phrases receive such almost universal
acceptance in the daily and even in the technical press ?

Mines and Mfinera/s for July has an excellent leader touching these
pointsin which it urges the prime importance of the investor securing com-
petent technical advice before placing money in any mining enterprise.
It says :-"To be sure there are mining sharpers and mining tricksters
just as in every other business, but it always takes two to make a min.
ing bargain, and if the second party to the transaction will use thesame
care that lie gives to his ordinary business, the amount of money lost
each year through unprofitable iiuing investments will be greatly
reduced and the bad name which mining transactions have received in
soie quarters will soon be shown to be undeserved. It is very dificult
often times to teach an ordinarily careful business man that " All that
glitters is not gold " and it is incomprehensible to those who are versed
in mining matters thit the many prospectuses filled with fool promises
should so readily catch the suckers who seern literally to be swarming
in certain localities, inviting some one to come and fool them. The
man who is unacquainted with mining matters, or as be is called " the
tenderfoot," is at the nercy of the man having the pi q eurty for sale, and
in no other business probably is there a greater need for an experienced
and thoroughly reliable middle man who can report honestly upon the

property for the prospective i-vestor and who can at the same time do
full justice to the property and to the seller of the same. We hesitate
to use in this connection those much abused words "mining expert,"
but this tern is so generally in use that we are scarcely at liberty to
discard it and would simply say that there are experts and experts, and
one is often fain to say "What's in a name?" A certain mining
engineer of national reputation sometime ago defind a mining engineer
as " a man with practical experience about the mines, coupled with a
good technical education, secured either from a technical school or by
wide and wise reading, together with a good stock of common sense."
A mining expert he defined as "a bald-headed graduate of a foreign
university who knows the books thoroughly fron A to Z but don't know
a - thing about mining." While this latter definition may seem
rather harsh, the distinction will appeal to every one who bas any
knowledge of the subject.

" Every mining excitement breeds a group of experts whose min.
ing pedigrees can usually be traced to the beginning of the excitement,
and whose mining knowledge bas probably been acquired in a neighbor-
ing newspaper office, corn field, or country store.

" How then does the tenderfoot pick the proper man ? Prefer-
ably, of course, by personal contact and ab the result of personal judg-
nient in sizing up a man, which is one of the first essentials of successful
business men. Secondly, he must consider the character of his report
very carefully before investing upon the strength of it. Does it bear the
ear marks of a business document ? or is it a pseudo scientific document
that starts with the nebular hypothesis and ends with the latest geo.
logical theory, with an incidental reference to the property in question ?
In the latter case, beware.

" The experienced reliable engineer, or expert, if some prefer that
terni, takes as little for granted as possible and does very little prophesy-
ing, while he uses with great caution such terms as "true fissure veins,"
"increasing richness and width with depth," "nearness to a rich pro-
perty," "vein crossings," etc. The inexperienced expert gives full
range to his imagination. He uses these ternis indiscriminately and
reads the horoscope of a mining property with the assurance given only
by that wonderful searching glass invented by Mr. Frank Stockton in
his story of the " Great Stone of Sardis."

MINING REVIEW.

We would not pretend ta say in detail what a mining report should
be and should not be, but the following suggestions, given by Alr.
Walter McDermott, before the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy
some years ago will give to the investor some of the car marks by whi h
,a good report can bc judged.

" A report need not be long-winded to justify the fee paid for it,
but should be so full in actual description as to enable a reader
experienced in mining to draw his own conclusions from the facts
given, without having to trust entirely to the deductions of the writer
The important details to be set forth clearly are those relating to
position, and facility of access to the property; local conditions as to
fuel and water, and timber supply; extent and forms of openings:
variations in thickness of deposit; character and value, and form of
occurrence of ore. It is important in giving a clear idea of the property
that the distribution of the payable ore in the deposit should be
described. It makes a great difference sometimes in the conclusions
to be drawn, whether the value consists in a uniform value throughout
the rock. On account of the necessity for this description it is not
always sufficient to state that an average width of vein contains an
average of so much value per ton, as this may be in the nature of a con-
clusion, not of a fact, and so may need to be justified by detailed facts
of the report. The extent and character of dunp piles at a .worked
mine often afford valuable confirmatory evidence as to the character
and value of the property. I have seen reports in which piles of rich
ore were stated to be on hand at the mine in certain quantities and
value ; but on figuring out the expert's own statements as to width of
pay ore and extent of openings, it war clear the hole in the ground
could never hold the ore said to have cone out of it. The configura-
tion of stopes in a worked mine often gives very suggestive ideas as to
the run of pay ore, and as to the probable character of ground still
standing.

"Geology and mineralogy should naturally be used with discre.
tion, but only for purposes actually bearing on the description and
conclusions to be drawn, not for mere padding, nor for the airing of
theories better treated in a purely scientific paper."

An important Anierican iron and steel company has paid $io,ooo
on a working option over the McKellar iron properties in the Atikokan
District, Thunder Bay District, Ont. The amount involved is $350,000.
The deposits contain magnetite ore high in iron, and are reported
of great extent and value.

It is not unlikely that work will be resuned at an early date on
the Bristol ircn mines in Pontiac County, Que. These high grade
magnetite ores were first worked in 1872.3, considerable shipments were
made in 188.4-5, also in i89o, when they were acquired by the present
owners, the Bristol Iron Company. In i89o the mine was leased on
royalty to Ennis & Co., of Philadelphia.

Messrs. Mackenzie & Mann, the well-known contractors, who
have displayed considerable faith in the mineral wealth of the Dominion
by making large mining investments in different sections of the counti y,
have practically completed the organization of the Dominion Copper
Mines, Limited, a strong Canadian syndicate, to acquire and work the
Stemwinder, Brooklyn, Idaho, Montezuma, Rawhide, and Golden
Eagle claims in the Boundary Creek District of British Columbia.
These claims upon which considerable development work is being dou e,
contain large deposites of auriferous pyrrhotite ore. The new railw.-y,
known as the Columbia and Western, which is being built by the
Canadian Pacific Railway to connect the rest of their Kootenay lit es
with Penticton, on the Okanagon Lake, will afford cheap transport or
the carriage of these ores, or of the fuel to smelt them.
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A correspondent writes for our opinion of the Golden Star.
While it is not our province to report on mines (that can be very
well attended to by a number of competent Canadian engineers)
we might remark that the property from all accounts is a likely invest-
ment, if capably worked and moderately capitalised. So far as we can
make nut there has been nothing to justify the high selling price of the
shares, other perhaps than popular fancy, and the capitalisation of the

present company $x,aooooo, is -i our judgment, altogether out of pro-
portion to the value of the mine as demonstrated by development.
Possibly on a capital of from $300,ooo to $5oo,ooo Golden Star might
be made a dividend paying investment.

Gold dredging machinery, for which there is a rapidly increasing
demand for work on the rivers of British Columbia and the North
WVest Territories, is now practically admitted free of duty. An Order-
in.Council, under date of 26th June, 1899, provides:

" That the declaration of the Board of Customs that elevators of floating
diredges used In mining submerged alluvial gold hearing deposits, shall be free of fiuty
unider tariff item 555 as being elevators for hydraulic mining lie approved-the
Treasury Board so recommend. '

The at(gntion of dredging companies is also directed to tariff item

542, whichprovides :
* * * " And iron, steel or brass manufactures, which at the time of their impor.

tation are of a class or kind not manufactured in Canada, when imxrted for the con-
struction or e<piipment of ships or vessels."

The l)epartient of Customs is liberally interpreting these two
items, and as a consequence gold dredging machinery bas no difiiculty
in passing the customs duty free.

The last monthly returns from the Brookfield mine, North Brook-
field, Queen's County, Nova Scotia, (officially reported) show a yield
of 996 oz. 8 dwt. front 1,656 tons of rock milled.

Until recently most of our large dividend-paying mines have been
owned and worked by Anericans. A glance, however, at the balance
sheets published by English companies shows a rapidly extending list
of substantial profits earned by the old country investor in Canada
last year. Here are a few culled at random from the Canadian Mining
Afanual, issued this month:

New Gold Fields of British Columbia, year ended 30th lune, :899.
Profit realized.. . ............... ....................... £20,377 18 3

Ileli's Asbestos Co., net profit for year ended 31st December.. .... 5,033 18 2
Dominion Mining and Development Agency, Limited, for the year

ended 30th June, 1898, profit realied...................... 27,99: il 1
General Mimng Association, Limited, profit on year ended 3ost Dec. 16,7s6 14 11
Ilall Mines, Limited, profit for year ended 3oth September, :898... 28,861 13 I
London and B.C. Gold Fields, profit for year ended 3oth Septeniber,

:898, on a paid up capital of £96,38: 55................... 84,804 Il 4
New Vancouver Coal Minîng and Land Co., profit half year ended

30th June, z898 .................... ..... 29,279 :7 Io
'rofit hal, year ended 31st December, 1898........ 38,09 O 3

----- 67,98 :8 z

It is also gratifying to note the widespread and rapidly growing
interest being taken by our Canadian people in the mineral wealth of
the country, many of whose investments are yielding substantial bal
atces on the right side of the ledger.

" The Diamond Field of the Great Lakes," is the title of'a paper
by Prof. W. H. Hobbs of the University of Wisconsin, published in
the last number of thejournal of Geolov. This paper ought ta be of
greatest interest and importance ta Canadian prospectors and miners,
as it points out in an indubitable manner the existence of Diamonds in
the glacial gravels which cover the underlying rock.formations of Wis-
consin and Michigan-which gravels contain diamonds as well as other
rock material which come over from Canada, accompanying the southerly
*rend and movements of the great Ice Sheet and depoisted them south
ýf the line. Thç mode of occurrence and descriptions of eight speci-
'ens of diamond from the glacial drift are published in this number of

'"ejournal of Geolgy. The names of the owners of these diamonds
iving the material in which they were found, the names of those who

found them, the date of the determination and by whom, as well as the
date of the finding, together, with descriptions of the surface markings,
crystalline form, colour and weight in carats are also given. The follow-
ing are the weights in carats of six of the diamonds: i:Sf, 21-r, iojr,

611, 2-i, 3H. From the paper just before us the magnificent work by
Tyrrell, on the West of Hudson Bay, and by Low in the Labrador area
in glacial geology,'besides their reports on the economics of these dis-
tricts, leads the geologists to infer, that the apex of the fan of diamond
beating rocks and gravels lies somewhere in the strip of territory border-
ing James Bay on the east.

In order to ascertain the true source of the diamond in Canada,
it would be necessary :

(r.) To ascertain the direction of ice movements in detail in the
territory surro'inding Hudson Bay on the south west, south and east.

(2.) Also to examine the moraines or glacial drift south in Ohio
and Western New York and Pennsylvania.

It may be that the apex of the fan shaped mass of glacial drift is
located near the center of Labrodorean Neve.

One of the best of our exchanges, the Mining ana Scientifc Press
of San Francisco, makes the following pertinent remarks on the ques-
tion of capitalization and dividends in a recent number:

Much stress is laid upon the amount of capitalization of mining
companies. Numerous corporatious are formed for the purpose of
operating mines of more or less merit, and these are capitalized at sums
ranging all the way from $5,ooo to $3o,ooo,ooo and more. At the
beginning of operations it is often the case that the mine is a prospect
justifying capitalization at a merely nominal sum, but not infrequently
enterprises of this character branch out with a capitalization of from
$5,ooo,ooo to $îo,ooo,ooo. What useful purpose this excessive capital-
ization serves does not appear. Of the numerous corporations now in
existence and operating in the United States less than twenty- on the
dividend-paying list have paid dividends exceeding their capitalization,
while there are about an equal number which may, in the course of a
few more years of success, equal to the past, be able to pay an amount
in dividends near their capital, and perhaps exceeding it, but there are
hundreds of companies which have never yet, and in all probability
never will pay an amount approximating one.tenth of their capitalization,
and there are a great many more that have never paid any dividends at
all, and never can, whose capitalization runs fron $r,ooo,ooo ta
$t o,ooo,ooo and over. The most noted instances of mining companies
that have paid dividends exceeding their capitalization are that of the
Calumet & Hecla, wich has paid $62,85oooo on a capitalization of
$2,5oo,ooo; the Boston and Montana, with a capitalization Of $3,75oe
ooo, bas paid $1o,775,ooo, and others have paid 2oo.per cent. to 3oo
per cent. on their capital, but these are exceptions.

With the financier who is not a miner an estimate is made of the
amount of a dividend on the basis of interest on capital invested.
Thus a mine pays $5o,ooo each month in dividends and the company
ii capitalized at $i 2,ooo,ooo. In a year this company will pay its stock-
holders, if dividends are not interrupted, $6ooooo, wich is 5 per cent.
of the capital stock. Stock in this concern may be quoted at par or
above it without there being anything ta demonstrate that the dividends
will continue long enough ta justify any such conclusion. At tihe rate
indicated it would require twenty years ta recover an amount equal to
the capitalization (which in this case may represent the price of stock),
and this allows for no interest on the investrnent.

Mining is legitimate when properly conducted, and dividends are
the prime factor in the business, but those who pay excessive prîces for
stock simply because it is in demand are likely to suffer financial loss.
As soon as the stock of a paying mine leaves the reain of legitimate
business and enters the speculative it is no longer a sale investment, but
must be placed on the same plane as other risky investments.
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The Australian Mining Standard is our authority for the following
list of race and precious metals in the order of their respective values:

l'er pound avoirdupois.
Gallium .... .......................... ....... 484,OO o
Vanadium ....................... ............. 2,2S o
Rubidium ......... ............... ............ 2,000 0
Thorium................................... 1,700 o
Glucinium ..................................... 1,200 c
Calcium ........ .............................. 1,000 O
Lanthanum ... ............... ......... ..... ,ooo o
Lithium ..... ........................... 1,000 O
Indium . ............................ ...... 885 0
Tantalum ................................... 885 o
Vttrium .. ... ............... .............. 885 O
Didymium ..................................... 885 0
Strontium .................................... 850 o
Erbium ........................................ 740 O
Ruthenium................................. .. 540 o
Niobium........... ........ .... ........... soc a
Rhodium ...................................... 500 o
Barium ................... ............ ...... 400 o
Titanium ................................. .. 220 O
Zirconium ..................................... 210 o
Osmium...... .............................. 20 o
Uranium ............... ...................... 200 o
Palladium .......................... ..... ... 115 O
Tellurium............... ..... ................ 100 o
Chromium ................... ......... ...... 00 o
Gold ..... ............... .................... 65 0
Molybdenum ............ ...................... 50 0
Platinum ..... ... •...-.. . . .... •...... .. . 30 o
Thallium ............................... ...... 25 o
Iridium ............. ...... ............. ..... 23 o
Tungsten ................................ ... 7 1o
Potassium .............................. ...... 6 o
Selenium .................... ................. 4 O
Silver ......... ............................... :» t

Cobalt, magnesium, bismuth, sodium, aluminium, manganese,
cadmium, arsenic, and nickel follow in this order.

Since the publication of this table many enquiries have been made
as to certain of the metal mentioned therein, especially with respect to
osmium, platinum, and iridium. The following information regarding
the three metals named will be of present interest.

The metal osmium, says the Scnlifc Review, the bluish.white
metal with violet lustre which Smithson Hennant discovered 9o years
ago in the residue from dissolved platinum ores, bas a specific gravity
Of 22.447, that of gold being 19265, lead Il 369, iron 7.79, and

lithium, the lightest, only o.594 The French chemist Joly determined
that osmium is likwise the most infusible of metals. It could never be
made to yield to the oxyhydrogen flames, which make platinum and
iridium run like water. But joly has been subjecting the osmium to the
excessively high temperature of the electric arc which Moissan has of
late employed successfully in the manufacture of diamonds. Under
this fierce heat the rare metal ruthenium, which is to be deemed all but
infusible, readily mekts. But osmium remains refractory, there being
apparently only the faintest traces of fusion. On this account osmium
cannet be prepared in sufficient quantity to make it very useful in the
arts. By its alloy with iridium, which defies the acids, it is of some
value, nothing better having been found wherewith to tip gold pens.
Being non.magnetic, its employment for the bearings of the mariner's
compass has been advocated

A high grade of ore does not necessarily signify large profits any
more than a low grade of ore may indicate failure. The environment
of the mine, the size of the vein or ore body, the facility with which it
nay be attacked and the character of the ore all have a direct bearing
on the economics of the proposition. Next in importance is the access-
ihility of the property, means and cost of transportation, cost of water,
fuel, wages, etc. No item of importance can be disregarded when pass-
ing judgment on the prospective value of a mining proposition. When
all these facts have been arbitrarily determined by actual operation the
proposition is simplified, but the engineer in a new and untried field
bas a great responsibility resting upon him when he undertakes to
determine these important questions, and experience elsewhere is the
only way in which it can be done.

A learned judge, who served many years upon the bench in wes-
tern mining States, once said that a mining expert is one who is thoro.
ughly conversant with, and possesses a practical knowlede of mining.
And added: " Mining is not an exact science. What may be true of
one mine may not be true of another. Geology is a science, but it is

.a science yet to be perfectly understood The Almighty gave no easy
lesson to man when He placed the study of His creation before him."
To a layman the reasoning of the judge appears plausible, if not sound.
The Creator gave no text book treating upon mining or geology to
man. But He endowed him with perceptive faculties and reasoning
powers and bas permitted him to fathom the mysteries of bath in his
own way. If all do not agree it is because each cannet look upon an
object with the same mental vision that the others do.

He was a miner as well as a wise man who said: "Silver is in
rock, gold is where you find it." The saying is ascribed to Solomon.
It was said a great many years ago, but it has not yet been disproved.
He said nothing about apexes, dips, angles, spurs, variations, horses,
anticlinal folds or synclinal folds, or quaquaversal folds or monaclinal
folds. Nor did he mention anything about simple fissure veins, or of
normal faults, or the recession of cliffs or the many other terms which
figure in present day text books, but he got there all the same with his
temple with its massive decorations of gold and silver and precious
stones mined without the use of dynamite, or the employment of ex-
perts, uniess Tubal Cain, the first worker in brass was one. Solomon
was evidently a practical miner, prospected for and worked a placer, or
gold bearing ore body, for the yellow metal, and milled or smelted his
silver from rock in place. He doubtless exhausted his mines and stoped
to their apexes or they would now be in- litigation and a crowd of ex-
perts be on hand to prove or disprove that Rider Haggard relocated
the mines after the death of "She," that Allan Quartermain, working
for him, followed the synclinal fold of the uplift down to its blending
with John Doe & Co.'s, and that then a row commenced.

Expert testimony is valuable in determining whether a man died
from heart failure or want of breath, or whether he is insane when
drunk, or gets drunk when he is insane. These are nice points to de-
termine, but the latter day expert is supposed to see through the earth
as easily as he can through a looking glass or the brain of a man, and
everything he says goes with everyone but the other fellows. Experts
can tell us all about the post-tertiary period, the tertiary period and the
other periods, but they cannot see into the solid ground further than
the veriest chump.- Western Mining WorM.

A well known mine owner and operator has been quoted. as say-
ing: "A mine that will not pay under any kind of management is not
much of a mine." In a great measure this is true, but it is also equally
true that good and experienced management bas made a success of
mining operations where poor management failed absolutely.

The duties of a mine manager are manifold. He should be an
engineer, a metallurgist, a chemist and assayer, a good business man,
and must possess, above all, that peculiar element known as common
sense. All of the above qualifications are not absolutely essential to
success, but to attain the bighest success the most of them are.

Next month the Canadian Mining Institute will hold two meet-
ings, one at Rossland on 8th September, the other at Nelson on rath
September. The Rossland meeting will be largely taken up with the
consideration of papers on the geology and mining practice of the
Trail Creek Mining District. At the Nelson meeting, which, by the
way, will be the regular meeting of the members, the following papers
are on the syllabus for discussion: "On Mine Costs," by Mr. John E.
Hardman, President ; "On the Small Economies of Mining," by Mr.
Howard West, A.R.S.M., New Denver; "On Mining and Milling
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1racti:e at Ymir, B.C.," by Mr. S. S. Fowler, E.M., Nelson; " On the
Direct Cyanidation of the Ores of the Dorotha Morton Mine," by Mr.
W. Pellew Harvey. Needless to say the Institute wili welcome the
attendance of all local mming men, or parties interested in mines, at these
meetings. A graphic description of the excursions of the Institute, and
a full account of the meetings will, as usual, appear in these columns.

At the meeting of the New Gold Fields of British Columbia, held
in London on the 16th inst., the accounts show a cash profit for the
year ended 3oth June, £r7,38o 14s. 3 d., to which has to be added the
sum Of £4,334 8s. id. brought forward from last year, making a total
Of £21,715 2s. 4d. This sum, after deducting the amount of the in.
terim dividend paid at the rate of ro per cent. per annum, leaves a
balance Of £18,702 4s. 4d., in addition to which there is a further pro-
fit of £2,9t5 r as. 6d. derived fron premiun on shares sold. This
latter amount of £2, 9 z5 'as. 6d., together with £a,48 7s. 6d. trans.
ferred from profit and loss account (making £5,ooo), has been carried
to a reserve fund, leaving a net balance of £16,617 16s. iod.available.
The directors recommended the payment of a balance dividend at the
ratt of 2o per cent. per annum free of income tax, carrying forward
£8,:12 as. 3d to next account.

A recent presidential address before the Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy contained, among many good things, the following remarks
in regard to the qualification of a mine manager, which are particularly
pertinent during the present very great and general interest which is
being taken in mining matters :

A capable mine manager of to-day requires to be a man of parts.
The days when it was considered that an illiterate man, whose whole
knowledge consisted of an appreciation of the price at which a level
should be driven, ground stoped, or a shaft sunk, coupled with the
abililty to do the manual work himself as well as, or better, than his
men, was the best manager for a mine, have passed away forever, and
although we still occasionally hear the "practical man" quoted, no one
in his senses would employ such a man nowadays in preference to a
properly trained manager. A practical man is still required at the head
of affairs, but he must have a wide grasp. He must, of course, have a
g>odlknowledge of mining as a first consideration, but he equally ought
to possess a considerable acquaintance with the treatment of ores, and
a fair knowledge of chemistry, so as to be able to investigate the causes
of unexpected difficulties in treatment which may present themselves.
lie should be an accountant, a mechanical engineer, and an electrician,
and able, moreover, to handle men and get a fair day's work for a fair
day's pay; I might add that he must be a diplomatist, and more or less
of a bush lawyer, in order to deal with those with whom he is brought
in contact outside the actual w.orking of the mine; and there may be
other qualifications I have not mentioned. Very few men possess aIl
these attributes in perfection; and, perhaps, the most necessary quali-
fication that a manager requires is a knowledge of his weak points and
an abiito t select capable and reliable men for those posts with the
details of which he is least acquainted.

Mr. James M. Swank has just published in the Bulletin a state-
mient regardiag the production of pig iron in Canada in the first six
nionths of 1899. He says :

The production of pig iron in the Dominion of Canada in the first
half of 1899, according to reports which have been received by the
American Iron and Steel Association from every manufacturer of pig
iron in the Dominion, amounted to 43,156 gross tons. The total pro-
duction in the whole of 1898 amounted to 68,755 tons, against 53,796
tons in the whole of 1897. The production in the first hall cf 1899
exceeded by 5,337 tons the total production of the whole of 1895, when
onl1Y 37,829 tones were made. Of the production of pig iron in the

first half of 1899 about one-sixth was made with charcoal as fuel, the
remainder being produced with coke alone or with charcoal and coke
mixed.

Canada produced both Bessemer and basic pig iron in the first half
of t8qo, all of which was manufactured by the Nova Scotia Steel Co-
pany, Limited, of New Glasgow, Nova Scotia. The production of
Bessemer pig iron was less than one-third of the production of basic
pig iron.

Spiegeleisen and ferromanganese are now being produced in
Canada, the Mineral Products Company having blown in its furnace at
Bridgeville, Nova Scotia, on May irth, 1899. On June 3oth the fur-
nace was producing on an average about 70 tons per week. So lar as
we know this is the first time that either spiegeleisen or ferro-manganese
has been made in the Dominion.

The unsold stocks of pig iron in Canada on June 3 oth, 1899, in
the hands of manufacturers or their agents, none of which was intended
for consumption by the manufacturers, and all of which was for sale,
amounted 13,954 gross tons. A small part of the total was spiegelesen
and ferro-manganese. About one-half of the unsold iron was made with
charcoal as fuel and about one-half with coke.

The number of completed blast furnaces in Canada on June 30,
î899, was nine, of which four were in the blast and five were out of
blast. On December 31, 1898, there were three furnaces in blast and
six out of blast. Of the total number of furnaces in Canada four use
coke as fuel, four use charcoal, and one use charcoal and coke mixed.

A rich strike is reported from the new workings of the Grand
Calument mining company's property, Pontiac county, Que.

Ou the r4 th July the War Eagle paid its usual monthly dividend
of $26,a5o, making the total amount of dividends paid to date
$36î,500.

Work is being vigorously pushed forward on the new furnaces and
steel plant of the Dominion Iron and Steel Company, at Cape Breton.

Abuse of Mining Machinery.*

By D. L. HowARD, M.E.

To begin with the consideration of abuses of mining machinery,
one must take the initiative before the »machinery actually exists, for
nowadays, with a decision arrived at to install machinery at any plant,
begins the abuse of that particular outfit; with the first line of the
designer placed upon paper, commences the cruelty; for his first step
is to make machinery to conform to conditions affecting the relations
of labour and capital, and dictated by them-physical conditions of
surroundings as to location of mine, transportation facilities, finances of
the investors, theories of the owner, his manager, engineer, &c., and
many other complex influences, when, in fact, all conditions should be
altered or at least modified to allow the machinery to have the best
conditions under which to produce the best returns for the money to
be invested.

" Anything is good enough for a coal mine," is a very usual cry,
and is enough to wear out the ambition of an engineer and make him
doggedly accept expediency in the place of experience in directing his
efforts.

The most prominent abuses of mining machinery are common to
aIl classes of appliances throughout the art We can consider in the
space at our disposal only a few of the items of the almost endless list
of trouble wrong, injury, and sorrow-longer than a bill of particulars
in a divorce court.

*Read before the Ohio Institute of Mining Engineers.
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Speed of operation, abnormal forces of capacity in quantity of out-
put.-This abuse is ail too common, notwithstanding the oft.repeated
lesson of loss and disaster from over straining the constructive material,
the work well performed from correct designs, constructed with proviso
for safety in case of possible accident. We often hcar of a plant
designed for an output of goo tons per day reported as having loaded
1,ooo tons or more in the specified time, and larger plants showing
phenonical extension of output in proportien. Safe construction may
have saved a disastrous denonstration of disapproval from the over-
tortured and abused machinery by a breakdown at that tinie, but the
utter filure of machinery so abused is early and inevitable. Remedy :
Morò judgment ; less greed : more steady and continuous working, less
fitful and spasmodic over.exertion. The whole outfit feels the over-
strain.

Filthy and slovenly management of equipment.-A tidy laborer
using the commonest of tools finds satisfaction, profit, economy and
comlfort in'caring for his implements. The ditcher cleanes his spade;
the gardener his hoe.

How about a coal.cutting machine, elevator, conveyor, power-
transmission machinery-in some mines, even the power appliance
itself ? Neglect of a proper and frequent inspection of the entire plant
is a feature of filthy and expensive management, a fruitful source of
abuse and unforeseen trouble. Filthy and slovenly management are
ternis used advisedly. I have even included the engines in the
neglected outfit, although in justice to the motive engineers I must
accord them praise for a cleanliness about their machines that at some
mines is meritorious, noticeable at almost al], being absolutely absent
at but a few. This refers especially to that class of engines that require
the constant attention of an attendant in manipulating the machine to
perform a constant though variable duty. It has not been my experi-
ence to bc able to note so favourable a condition with extra engines,
running special machines and machinery about the mines-elevators,
conveyors, fans, and pumps, &c. How much evidence of cleanliness,
inspection, or any attention can be found among these appliances, and
consider every moving machine from power throughout the equipment,
froi quitting whistle to starting blast? Day in and day out for months,
save by a perfunctory glance over dirt and al], many entire equipments
never receive any attention other than to start and to stop them, until a
breakdown compels a partial cleaning up.

In an ordinary equipment for a tipple of 8oo to r,ooo tons daily
capacity, considering one tipple, one revolving screen, one small eleva-
tor, 40 feet lift, one conveyor for fuel and slate, with transmission chains,
belts, counter shafts and main shaft, sprockets, &c., there are, roughly
estimated, approximately 5 ooo contact surfaces of friction and wear.
With filthy machinery constantly wallowing in grit and dirt, is it to be
wondered at that durability is disappointing, and that disastrous break-
downs are frequent and expensive ?

The mention of cleanliness in its relation to colliery machinery
will, I have no doubt, inspire a smile of derisive incredulity as being
even a possibility ; but a little careful consideration of how thoroughly
and quickly an air or steam blast under high pressure will wipe off
gummy machinery, and how inexpensive is the piping and hose to apply
to it, will make more evident the desirability of the plan, and give it a
more practical look.

Those who have seen a coal-cutter come to the shop for repairs, I
will ask to especially consider this. I unhesitatingly claim that every
machine and every part of every machine about a coal plant, its con-
dition and its requirements, should be made intimately familiar to the
superintendent every day. All parts should be cleaned daily and
thoroughly, and not rarer than once a week every part made as clean as
when newly installed, or as nearly so as possible, for economic reasons,
if for no other.

A mine of 6oo or more workmen laid out of work for five days
fron a break, undiscovered because not to be seesi on account of
accumulated oil and filth, is one illustration of the actual effects of the
abuse from filth upon mining machinery.

Again, let the gentlemen who pay the bills, the workmen who wait
.in idleness for mnechanics at the shops to clean up mining machinery
when taken to the shop for repairs, before any mechanic can approach
the break to begin a repair, and note how much tine you perforce nust
pay in connection with the repairs, including with your observation the
added delay of anxions time : go on and on in this "train " of thought,
and you will find frequent stations worth stopping at to collect loads of
ideas of valuable interest all along the whole line.

Another expensive, but not so harmful abuse to machinery is im-
perfect, wasteful, and slovenly lubrication ; but a more dangerous abuse
is the entire lack of it. The boy's definition of a lubricant was " that
stufi that made the machinery wear out when you did not put any of it
on." An £8 horse is fed and watered every day, sometimes groomed,
and has an attendant whose duty it is to see to this. I know of
hundreds of pounds' worth of coal-handling machinery that runs on and
on, day in and day out, doing the work of a hundred men and a half a
dozen mules, that does not get an iota of attention-for days and days
!eft to its own resources. Good lubricant to the value of the corn fed
daily to a single £8 piebald old horse would ensure a better return in
value, if judiciously applied to £8oo worth of coal-handling machinery,
in an increased efficiency in horse-power, that could be gotten from a
whole corral of horses at the expense per head, or would yield for the
whole output of horses.

Underground Fires.
By GEoRit SPENcER.

Several years ago, in studying the best methods of extinguishing
gob fires, the writer conceived the idea that if a gas in itself non.com-
bustible and not supporting combustion could be obtained in any
required quantites at a cheap rate, and this ideal gas be applied to any
fire, it would prove to be a convenient way of extinguishing gob fires.
About the same time, liquefied carbon dioxide gas came under his
notice, and he decided to give it a trial when an opportunity occurred.

At a colliery with which the writer was connected a fire broke out
in a heading as the result of a fall of roof and sides on steam pipes.
The heading was built off with as little delay as possible, but, notwith-
standing all efforts to keep out the air, suflicient reached the seat of
fire to keep it burning slowly. It was, therefore, decided to apply
carbon dioxide, and for this purpose six cylinders of liquified gas were
connected to a two inch pipe with s4 inch branches placed at intervals
of one foot, and the contents discharged through a hole in one of the
stoppings. From a distant stopping it was ascertained that the gas
had diffused throughout the headings, and from that time the heat
abated, and no trouble whatever was subsequently experienced.

The liquefied carbon dioxide was supplied in drawn steel cylinders
(C size), containing 30 pounds, and the pressure varying with the
temperature, was 509 lbs. per square inch at 32" Fahr.; at 5o° Fahr.
the pressure would be 664 lbs. One pound of the liquid will produce
eight cubic feet of C0 2 at atmospheric pressure and temperature.
The liquid carbon dioxide costs 2d. per lb., delivered in quantities of
not less that 3oo lbs., or ten cylinders of C size. According to Pro.
fessor Clowes, air containing 15 per cent. of carbon dioxide will ex-
tinguish flame, and probably the same mixture will fail to support the
combustion of the material usually met with in underground fires. It
is not claimed by the author that the method he advocates could be
successfully applied to all fires, but he considers there are many cases
which might be so treated.
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Winding.

Reiprodtuced by perMnission of the South Wales Institute of Engineers froi
a Lecture by PRop. W. GAL.OWAv, M.E.

(Continuied from Jutp ngum.ber)

Nam,îe of Engine

Llanbradach No. i, withonit expansion
*letty Pit, without expansion
*Hfetty Iit, with expansion ..
*H1igl-class enigitne, with expansion
*Tymnawr Compound, with expansion

NanC of ingine

Steanî tried per indi.
catedi horse power

pet htour

Iounds
35'6
74'0
46'o
37'o
26'o

Steam ised per
actual horse power

perhoitr

Pounds
6 Llanbradach No. r, without expansion .. .. 522

7 †La Grange (Anzin) .. .. .. .. .. 87·7

8 †Treuil (St. Etienne), raising Coal.. .. .. 96•8
9 † Ditto raisislg Water .. .. 81'4

10 †Llanbradach No. 2 Compound, without expansion 5r9

* Transactions of the Federated Instit• «-on of Mining Engineers, Vol.
XII., . 286.

†Ibid. Vol. XI., p. 207.

In the case of the Llanbradach engines, and probably also in that
of all the others with the exception of La Grange, no notice is taken of
losses due to condensation of stean in the cylinders or priming. On
the other hand, M. Waymel, who kindly sent me the information about
La Grange engine, mentioned that losses of every kind were accounted
for in the15 kilogramnnes per tonne utile eleve a zoo netres=87.7 pounds

per horse power per hour.
I attribute the relatively high economy of Llanbradach No. r

winding engine partly to the high pressure of the stear.. with which it is
worked, partly to the ratio of the aggregate weight of the moving masses
to that of the useful load.

More or less successful attempts have been, and are being, made
to render winding engines less wasteful of stean by providing them with
e\pansion gear and by expanding the steam in two cylinders-that is,
miaking them what is called compound.

A few compound vinding engines have been working on the Con.
tinent for sronwt years. One of the greatest dificulties to be overcome
in this class of winding engines is that of starting.

In considering this question more than ten years ago, it occurred
to ne that if a self-acting reducing valve were introduced in a special

pipe, extending between, and ::ommunicating with, the high-pressure
steam pipe on the one hand 'id the pipe through which the steam
passes fromn the high-pressure .o the low-pressure cylinder on the other,
this d'fficulty would disappear. Accordingly I caused a small compound
winding engine, provided with this contrivance, to be built in 1887. It
began to work at Llanbradach in October of the same year, and was
found to answer the purpose ad,<irably.* Some time after I had pub-
lished an account of this engine. a patent was taken out for the use of a
reducing valve for starting coipound engines in this way, and even as
I write proceedings at law are pending between the patenteeand a well-
known firm of engine buildeis in the Midlands. The compound winding
engine of No. 2 Pit Llanbradach (Figs 36 and 37) was fitted with two
reducing valves, one for cach high pressure cylinder, and in this case
again all difficulty in starting bas been successfully avoided. That
engmie starts as easily and smoothly as any other winding engine, and
raises its useful load, 3 tons 3 cwt. of coal, from a depth of 5oo yards
in 40 to 45 seconds from start to finish.

It has four cylinders-two high-pressure in front, two low pressure
behind, the latter connected to the former tandem-fashion. The high-
pressure steam.pipe is marked F, the stop-valve E, the reducing valves
H, and the pipes leading from the latter to the intermediate pipes G.

The dimensions of the cylinders were taken such that a balance
tope under the cages would be required to obtain the maximum of
economy while the steam was being expanded in both the high-pressure
and low-pressure cylinders. The balance Tope had not been adopted
when the continuous diagrams were taken, which show the consumption
of stean to have been 51'9 lbs. per horse power of'usef'ul work pet
hour, as given in the foregoing table, and hence the relatively high
consumption of steam as compared with the Tymawr Compound wind-
ing engine whose performance is given in the same table.

Ba/andng the Ropes.-According to the ordinary system of wind-
ing, the Tope to which the cage at the bottom of the shaft is attached
is unbalanced, and the winding engine requires to be strong enough to
raise this weight as well as that of the useful lad when the operation of
winding commences. But the ascending rope is continually becoming
shorter and its weight less, while the descending Tope is becoming
longer and its weight greater as the cages get nearer and nearer to their
respective destinations. Thus at the commencement of a winding, when
it is necessary to accelerate the motion of the moving masses, the re-
sistance is greatest ; and at the end, when their motion ought to be
retarded, the resistance is not only least, but may even become negative
if the quantity xD is greater than Q.

* South Wales Institute of Engineers, Vol. XVI. (i88).

FIG. 36.
LLA<NA»ACH COMPOUND WIWnDrN ENGINE.

High-preseure cylinders, 2 ft. diam.; low-pressure cylinders, 3 ft. 8 in.
diam.; stroke, 4 ft. 6in.
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FIG. 37.

LLANBRADACH COMPOUND WINDING ENGINE.-Flan.

This circumstance has led to the adoption of many different

methods of balancing the rope in the pit. Amongst these may be

mentioned the employment of heavy chains, which are attached by

means of a light rope or chain to a moveable link on a small drum on

the main drum shaft, and hang freely in a small pit sunk for this pur-

pose. As the operation of winding is commencing the chain descends

into the small pit, thus accelerating the motion of the engine, and

gradually forms a heap at the bottom ; or its lower end is fixed to the

side, and then it forms a loop as it descends. The length hanging

from the rope thus gradually decreases in each case, until it becomes

nil. As the operation is drawing to a close the chain is again raised

up, thus retarding the motion of the engine.

Herr Koepe, an eminent German mining engineer, invented and

adopted a system in which a large pulley took the place of the winding

drum. The same rope extends all the way from one cage up over a

pulley on the head gear, round the engine pulley, back over the second

pulley on the headgear, down to the other cage, then to the bottom of

the shaft, where it forms a loop, and lastly up to the cage from which it

started. When the engine pulley is made to revolve one cage ascends

and the other descends the shaft. The pulleys on the headgear may

either be placed at an angle to the plane passing through the groove of

the engine pulley (Fig. 38); or the two pulleys may be in the same

plane with the engine pulley, and then one must be higher and further'

away from the engine shaft than the other. The friction between the

FIG. 38.

KOEPE'S SYSTEM.

A, Engine pulley; M M, headgear pulleys.

rope and the engine pulley is sufficient to raise the useful load, which

represents all the work required to be done by the engine, since the

rope is balanced in every position of the cages. One modified appli-

cation of this system (Fig. 39) consists in making use of two other

pulleys below those on the headgear and at right angles to them, over

each of which a rope extends from one cage to the other. Another

consists in attaching th two ends of a rope, whose length is rather

greater than the depth of the shaft, to the bottoms of the two cages

respectively, and allowing it to form a loop under the platform on which

the cages rest at the bottom. In some cases a pulley free to move

vertically in guides rests on the loop at the bottom of the pit and keeps

the rope in position. In other cases, holes of six or eight inches

square.are made in the platform at the bottom of the pit, and the rope

passes down through one and up through the other, having just sufficient

slack under the platform to enable it to form a natural loop, but not

enough to allow it to kink. Ropes used for this purpose should be

more than usually supple. When an old winding rope is employed,

one of the strands is generally untwisted from it to give it the necessary

degree of flexibility.

Another method of obtaining a perfect balance is to employ flat

FIG. 39.

KOEPE'S SYSTEM, WITH SAFETY ROPES.

S, Engine pulley ; s s, headgear pulleys ; r r, pulleys for safety ropes.;
ff, safety ropes ; g g, cages ; h, balance rope ; 1Z, windig rope.

ropes which coil upon themselves between the arms of a narrow drum

or reel (Figs. 40 and 41). The depth of the shaft being known and the

initial or smallest diameter of the drum having been determined, the

final diameter of the coil and the thickness of the rope are ascertained

by calculation. When these quantities are fixed for a winding of a

certain depth the same appliances cannot be so economically used for

a greater or less depth. The same remark applies to spiral and conical

drums.
The spiral drum, properly so-called, is also a perfect solution of the

problem of balancing, and its modifications, the conical and cylindro-

conical drums, are approximate solutions.

*There are certain properties which appertain to every spiral drum,

whatever may be the form of the rope employed. Such a drum consists

of two parts which are symmetrical when referred to a plane passing

between them-that is through the middle of the drum at right angles

to its axis.

*Condensed translation from Cours d'Exploitation des Mines. Hanton
de la Goupillère. Paris 1897.
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On@ of the ropes is coiled on each part of the drum and the two
:ie suspended from opposite sides, so that when the one is being coiled

upli the other is being uncosied. At the end of a winding one rope is
vtircly coiled up and the other is entirely uncoiled and hangs vertically
downwards fron its point of contact with the periphery of the drum.
le two ropes are identical in every respect whatever their form may
be, tapering or otherwise.

At the instant when the two loads pass each other the whole of the
phienomena are symmetrical. I shall therefôre regard this position as
the point of departure to which all other points in the winding will be
referred.

'he total num ber of revolutions of the drum being denoted by the
letter n, the number required to raise the load from the passing point

FIG. 40.

FLY ROPE DRUMS-Elevation.

to the surface will be considered as a positive quantity, that required to
lower the empty cage to the bottom as a negative quantity.

There are necessarily as many revolutions required to raise the full
cage as to lower the einpty one: the passing point must therefore mark
tMe exact middle af the revolutions.

If then 2N signifies the total number of revolutions whole or frac-
tional, n will vary from - N to + N: namely, from o to + N to take the
full cage from the passing point to the surface, from o to - N to take
the empty cage from the same point to the bottom of the pit.

Signifying by Y. the ordinate of the curve of the surface of the
the drum, or the radius of the rope coil at the end of n revolutions, the
radii of the circumference at the two extremities of a complete winding
will be given by the expressions Y, and Y_.,.

Ve have then:
Y,<> Y..,

for we must have the longer arm of the lever to which the shortening
lenigth of rope coming towards the surface is suspended compensating
the shorter arm to which the longer length of rope approaching the
hbttom is suspended.

Let H be the total depth, h. rill be the straight part of the rope

hanging from the drum perpendicularly to the radius Y.,. On arriving
at the surface we have then:

(r) , = o,
and at the bottom:

(2)h., = H;

h, the depth to the passing point is for the present unknown as well as
the radius R which corresponds to it It is, however, easy to see that
we have necessarily-

H

or that the passing point is always beow the middle of the pit.
.et Q be the useful load, g the dead weight-that is, the cap,

chains, and empty waggons.
The load on the ascending rope is then Q+g. At the passing

point the moment is reduced to QR the weight of the mineral, because
then the two rope3 and the two dead weights are equal to each other.
The problem to be satisfied is to maintain absolute equality at each
instant during the continuation of the winding between the algebraic

.a of the moments of the forces in regard to the axis of the drum, and
this sum will always be equal to QR.

At the n' revolution the load Q+g is suspended at the end of a
length h. of the rope. Let the weight of this length of r .e be repre-
sented by .. We have then on this side of the drum the moment
(Q+q+p.) Y.. At the same time the empty cage g, occupying the
position - n, is suspended froni a rope whose length is .. and weight
p.. The radius of the point on the spire from which it hangs is Y_,
and this part of the systeni produces a negative moment equal except
as regards its sign, to (q+p.) Y-. Taking the whole system therefore
we have:

(3) (Q+q+A) Y.--(+p.)Y- =QR.

From this we can immediately derive an important consequence.
Let us write this equation in such a way that it will represent its own
symmetrical equivalent; that is to say, the two cages change their
positions in the shaft reciprocally, and the number of revolutions then
becomes -n instead of n.

(Q+g+p.) Y.-(+p.) Y. =QR.

The ensemble of the two statements reproduces as we see here, the
same ternis as before, but with contrary signs, with the exception of
those which include Q. If therefore the two are added together and
divided by Q we obtain:

Y.+Y. =2R.

Thus, each radius of the spiral on one side of the drum continually in-
creases by exactly the same amount that the ather decrases ; or in other
words, the arithmetical mean of the radii of simultaneous winding on and
of remains invariable.

It stands to reason therefore that the radius which corresponds to
the passing point is the n:ean radius, and it is determined from the pre-
ceding equation by writing it for the extreme positions:

.Y,+Y., -2R.

Sone- further relations that may be deduced from mathematical con-
siderations may be stated verbally as follows:

i. The arithmetical mean of the simultaneous velocities of the two
cages remain constant and equal to the volocity at the passing point.

2. The distance between the cages varies proportionally to the
angle described by the shaft of the drum.

3. The total number of revolutions of a spiral drun is the sane as
would be required in a cylindrical drum, constructed with a diameter
equal to the mean radius of the spiral drum.

Thus far M. Haton de la Goupillière.
Spiral drums have been largely introduced of late. They are per-

fect as far as balancing the rope is concerned. They are, however,
Fic. 41.

Frat RoPE Daums.-Plan.
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cumbrous, hcavy and costly-three charges which can be brought with
equal truth against the less perfect conical and cylindro-conical drums
(Fig. 42)-and it is questionable whether the advantages which they

(FiC. 42.)

Cvr.INukO-coxIcar. x)Rton, Aicritx Mrs.

present in the way of balancing the rope are suflicient ta compensate
their disadvantages in other respects. Their great weight, which may
ariount to anything between 4o and So tons, according ta their size,
involves the expenditure of a corresponding amount of work in impart
ing to them sufficient angular velocity to accomplish the winding within
a given time. If the momentum thus acquired is wholly absorbed in
doing useful work, that is in raising the load, after steam is shut off
towards the end of a winding, nu work is lost in consequence of the
great weight of the drum. But if it is necessary to maintain the angular
velocity of the drun so near to the end of the winding that the brake
has to be applied in order to assist the load to arrest the motion of the
drum at the proper instant, then a certain proportion of the work done
by the engine at the commencement of the winding is destroyed.

Under thesc circumstances it is more economical to employ a lighter
drum, and ta balance the rope according to one of the other methods
alrcady describvd.

For instance, let us compare two problematical cases: one with a
spiral drumi in which the whole of the moving masses referred to the
pcriphcry of the mean radius of the druni represent a weight of 4o tons,
moving with the maximum velocity of the cages, say 64.4 feet pet
second: the other with a cylindrical drimi and a balanced ropein which
the samte niasses rcferred to the periphery represent a weight of 2o tons,
inoving at the samne rate as in the last case.

Let the useful load in each case be 3 tons and the depth :,Soo
fect. The influence of friction being left out of account, the time
which the useful load will take to arrest the motion of the drum is given
by the formula.

i. E~x .*

g w'
•This equation is derived ri fromiw well.known formula:

in which 1 is the tinte in seconds, v the velocity in feet per second, g th
gr: a :: W :f,

in which a - andf is the accelerating or retarding force.
f

acceleration due to the force of gravity = 32·2 feet per second, W the
weight of the m.oving masses, and w the useful load.

lI the first cate :

64·4 40 2666 secs.W4x - 66se.
32'2 3

Il the second case :
64'4 20

t = x - = 13'33 secs.

32-2 3
Suppose the winding engine to be of the sanie power in each case,

and that the time required to impart the velocity of 64'4 feet is 26·66
seconds in the the first case and 13'33 in the second case. Then the
whole tine occupied in the winding is:

In the first case-
Secs.

Acceleration...................... 26-66
Retardation .......... ......... 26·66
Full speed................ ....... 1-35

5d67
In the second case:

Feet
856-52
856-52

86 96

iSoo-oo

Secs. Fect.
Acceleration......... ....... .... 3333 428·26
Retardation .......... ......... 13-33 428-26
Full speed.................. .... 14-65 943'48

41·31 18oo'oo
With the lighter drum 13·36 sec-i. -re gained in each winding

without any loss of efficiency. If the brake is applied in the first case
so as to stop the drum in 13 33 seconds, we should have:

Secs.
Acceleralion .. ........... ................. 26-6
Retardation.. .................... ....... R3-3
Fut speed. ................ .... ......... .s

47-q
and even in this case the loss would be over 6ý4 seconds per winding.

If a sufficiently powerful winding engine be provided to impart an
angular velocity Of 64-4 feet ier second to the heavier drun in one-
half the time calculated above, and if the brake be used at the end of
the winding, then the winding may be effected in the same time as with
a cylindrical drum with a balance rope, but at a greater first cost for
engine and drum, and wit*. a certain constant additional expenditure of
power.

Following is my estimate of the cost of winding 700 tons per day
from a depth Of 792 feet with No. i engine of Llanbradach Colliery :

L.ahor per day-
3 Winding.engine men (8 hout shitts.. .. ............
R Enginccleancr. ............................. .
3 liitchets (z by day i by night). . . . . ... .........
3 Ilanksmen (2 by day s by night)......................

Lo 16 6
o 3 0
o 12 c
o : 6

j2 3 o
Stores per day-
Coal. 6 tons at 4s.... ........ .... ..... ... ...... £1 4 a
1lauling. .soking, and bsoiler mnanagement, 6 tons at 1s 6d. o 9 O
Engine and tope nil, packing. waste, and light ........... o so o

£2 3 o

Ropes per ôoo,ooo tons coal raised-
2 Winding topes. cach 366 yards, at £75...... .... LîSo o o
6 Guide topes, each 284 yards, at L.35 .......... .... 210 o O

4360 O C

Repairs and renewals pcr annum-
Windir:g engine........ . ................... ..... £ 60 o o
Cages, chaines, safety hooks, etc. ... ................. ro o o

i£ta o o
Summary of cost per ton of coal raised-

Laior. ........ ..... ....................... ..... d 0'737
Stores.................. ........................... o'737
Ropes.... . ....... .............................. 0-:44

Repairt.< nd renewals............................... O":32

Total........ ................... '75o
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- Aerial Tramways In B.C.

B. C. Riblet, of Sandon, gives a very interesting account of the
building and operation of aerial tramways in West Kootenay. " The
question of transportation," he says " will always be a prime factor in
the working of mines. In mountainous country, where railroads are
impossible and wagon roads or trails can be used for only a few
ionths of the year, aerial tramways best solve the problem for the
onveyance of ore, timber and supplies.

"l In the Kootenay district of British Columbia, the steep and

)recipitous mountain sides, broken as they are by gulches and canyons,
down which sweep the irresistible snowslides, preclude the use of sur-
fiee trams or wagon roads.

" In the early days of mining, the pack train and rawhiding was
the means of transportation. Lack of means, or the undeveloped
condition of the mines being such that the investment of any great
ainount of machinery was not justifiable, so the trails were lined with
pack mules or sacks of ore were being rawhided over the snow down
the mountain sides to the railroads or smelter.

"The expense of rawhiding ore being about one half that of
packing, mining operations were carried on most extensively during
the winter months, the summer months being occupied in development
work or blocking out ore. When the development proved the
permanency of the ore body, and large quantities of ore were blocked
out, the question of transportation became the prime factor. But the
system of aerial tramway froi the comparative small cost of construc-
tion, and in operation unaffected as they are by the elements, solve
the problemn for the economical transportation of ore from the mine to
smelter or railroad. Many have been constructed, and it has been
the good fortune of the writer to superintend the erection of most of
them. In the Slocan District there are ten or twelve-aerial and
surface.

" The first to be built was the aerial tramway for the Noble Five
Mining and Milling Company, and is one of the best in the country.
It transports by steel ropes and buckets ore from the mine near the
top of Noble Five mountain to the company's concentrator a mile and
a half away at the town of Coriy.

" Running parallel with this is the Last Chance tram, of an equal
length, which crosses the dreaded Noble Five slide at an elevation of
7oo feet in one long spart of over a half mile.

" The Payne mine has its ore transported to its ore bouse by a
surface tram and to the C. P. R. freigbt house by an aerial tramway.

"The Porto Rico mine at Ymir, the Idaho mines at Three Forks,
and the Lucky Jim have tramways in successful operation.

" Near the City of Sandon, B.C., the Ruth mine is constructing
an aerial tramway, which will carry the ore to its concentrator now
leing built within the city limits.

" There are many tramways in operation in the Kootenays, and
they are the accepted means for economical transportation of ore.
Arrial tramways may be divided into two general classes-the single
rse. and the double rope system. The single rope system; has been
lr4.cly superseded by the double rope, owing to its greater capacity,
dlirability, simplicity and small cost of operation. During the past
threc ycars, I have designed or erected in West Kootenay several
n lifications of the do ible rope aerial tram, adapted to the topo-
gr phical features of the country and the requirements of the mine.
Opinions differ among mine operators in regard to the utility of the
se of tramways. There are a number that give entire satisfaction.
O' the double rope aerial tram the Finlayson, erected by the writer

tu , years ago, is perhaps the best type for long distance and large
c...acity. Buckets holding 700 pounds suspended by cranes attached

to trolley wheels, which are run on one-inch cables and hauled by a
smaller cable, is the style of this tram. Fifty.tivo buckets are used,
drawn by three-fourth inch cable, passing around grip sheaves of eight
feet in diameter at each terminal. The buckets are loaded and
dumped automatically at the mine and concentrator.

" The single rope system is not used in this country. The two.
bucket, gig.back, tram for short distance haul and the Finlayson for
long distance are the universal style adopted here. The Payne mine
has been operating one of the former style for the conveying of ore
from its crusher to the railroad for over a year. There is one span of
950 feet across a deep ravine and a short span of' 350 feet. The
difference in elevation of the terminals is 455 feet. The carrying rope
is three-fourths inch crucible cast steel of flattened strand and the
running rope is three inch steel of high tensile strength. The small
tram, representing a very low cost, has a capacity of 15o tons in ten
hours, and is operated by one man.

" For the Last Chance Mining Company bas been recently con-
structed a double rope aerial tramway. From the mine to the ore
house near the railroad is 6,5oo feet, and a difference in elevation of
4,000 feet. At the mouth of the lower tunnel is located the upper
terminal of the tram. Ore is dumped out of the car from the mine
into the ore bin and the tram conveys it to the crusher where it is
sacked for shipment in cars to the smelter. From the upper terminal
there is one great spart of 2,8oo feet-the longest on record, I believe,
-crossing a deep gorge reaching out to a tension station nearly half
way distant on the line. The buckets, suspended in the air and so far
from the supports, look like black specks. After the tension is reached
the country is more regular, and towers for the support of the rope
occur every 400 feet until the ore house and lower tunnel is reached,
and the ore is automatically dumped into the company's bins.

"The Last Chance ships a carload every day to the smelter and
hauls up ail their supplies and material for the mine. The tram is
operated by ont man in hauling the ore. The sane with the Noble
Five, which has a capacity of 400 tons per day. But the Last Chance
tram differs from the latter in the fact that the buckets are fastened
permanently to the running rope and a stop is necessary whenever a
load is 1 laced in the bucket. With the Finlayson system no stop is
necessary. The bucket is automatically detached and another
attached without the stopping of the tram. It can be readily seen the
advantages of the Finlayson system and the increased capacity of this
tram.

" But a tramway must be built to meet the capacity of the mine
and the condition of the country over which it must run.

"The following styles are used: For 2,ooo feet or less when
gravity is the motive power, the two-bucket, double.rope, gig.back is
the most economical and serviceable tram.

"One hundred and fifty tons per day is an ordinary capacity and
such is handled by the tram at the Porto Rico mine and the Payne
mine. Another is being constructed by the Ruth, near Sandon.

".Where long distance is met but small capacity is required, the
intermittent system used by the Last Chance Mining Company is an
econonical and satisfactory systen of trams, and the Finlayson system
for long distance and great capacity..

" An aerial tramway is not affected materially by the season of
the year or the condition of the elements. The abundance of snow
and the precipitous condition of the country makes the hauling of ore
an impossibility in some of the winter months.

"A tramway will pay for itself in a short tine. The following
reasons are given: The Iow cost of transportation. One man is em-
ployed instead of a pack-train. It works the year round, night and
day if necessary. Carries up supplies and material for the mine and
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has a passenger service, if one lias the necessary courage to ride them.
Accidents to the tram are very few and break.downs seldom. The
'hie towers are built so that an even grade is maintained and the
buckets are above the snow, and in little danger of fire in the summer.

h'lie cables are flattenied strands so that the wear is on a greater sur-
face and a change can be made by twisting the rope. Rope grease
on both the cables is used and the wear is reduced to the minimum.

"Ail the tramways constructed by the writer are in successful
operation and many facts and figures could be given on this subject of
aerial tramways but no one will doubt the utility of cheapness of con.
veying ore who has tried or seen this method of transportation."

Losses of Gold in Mill Water.

By A. VoN GERNET.*

A conversation with Mr. Hennen Jennings, on the subject of
losses of gold, not generally recognized, in the treatment of ore, led
me to a series of experiments, which gave results of sufficient im-
portance and interest to be placed before this Society.

As is well known, ail mine water-dams on the Rand and water
used in milling, contain gold in solution, in quantities which vary from
from traces up to twelve or more grains per ton. Naturally, this gold
represents an accumulation, and usually attains a maximum on mines
returning their mill water direct from the slimes spitzkasken to the
mill, without mixing it with the bulk of water in the main water dam.
The question arose whether this solution of gold is due only to cyanide
in the water, or to other salts, for instance, per-salts of iron, which
dissolve min-te quantities of gold. To determine this, fifty tons of ore
were crushed in a three.stamp battery, the same water being used over
and over again. The result was that at the end of the trial only
traces of dissolved gold were found in the water; consequently, the
dissolving of gold in practice may be considered due to cyanide only.

There are four or more places where cyanide may get into the
mill water, and suflicient care cannot be taken to prevent this hap.
pening. The fact that tailings and slimes have become lower in value
since the introduction of the cyanide process, and, especially, since
slimes treatment has been generally adopted, may in some measure be
due to the contamination with cyanide, accidental or otherwise. of the
mill water, and not wholly to a change in the value of the ore. Be-
fore the gencral use of lime in mills, the presence of acid sulphates of
iron in the water passing over the plates served to convert any small
traces of cyanide into innocuous Prussian Blue, but with an alkaline
mill.pulp the danger to be apprehended from cyanide contamination
is considerably greater. It would have been interesting to have
learn-d the assay value of the water leaving the plates immediately
after the carrying out of the practice, which has occasionally been
followed in the past, of periodically feeding solid lumps of cyanide
into the mortar.boxes. Should such an accident ever have occurred,
as the contents of a cyanide storage vat finding its way into a small
water dam supplying the mili, it is probable that the rate of solution of
the gold, r.ot only in the ore being crushed, but also of the amalgam
in the boxes and on the plates, would be remarkably rapid; the effects
of such an accident differ but in degree from the results which
necessarily follow from the practice already indicated, of crushing
periodically for a while with dilute cyanide solution. The plan of
regularly sampling and assaying the water entering mortar-boxes and
leaving slimes spitzkasken, is a good one and serves as a check, the
number of tons of water used per ton of ore crushed being taken into
account in considering the results.

The four sources of danger of cyanide contamination are

eThe journIa of tue chemical and Mletatturgkal Society of S.A.

(i) ihe Battery.-In dressing plates, cyanide is frequently used.
Care should be taken not to run this solution into the main tailings
lander, but into a separate sump. I could mention a mine on which,
some years ago, more cyanide was used during the month in the
battery than in the cyanide works; the consequence naturally was
'extremely low grade tailings. This is of course an exceptionally bad
case, and could hardiy occur now.a-days; however, ail millmen do
not seem to realize that not only is gold in amalgam, of value, but in
other foris as well, and that it is not to the profit of the Company to
win a pennyweight more on the plates, if in so doing, an ounce of gold
is lost, which might otherwise have been recovered. In other words,
the reduction or gold-winning plant on a mine should be regarded as
a whole, and not one portion only.

(2) Double treatment in sand plants.-This is no doubt a great
improvement on former methods, but very great care bas to be taken
that slat gates and pulp outlet doors are tight during the cyanide treat.
ment in the upper vat. After transferring the charge from the upper
vat the filter is saturated with strong solution, and should be washed
out thoroughly before refilling commences.

(3) Sliimes Plant.-The condensed spitzkasten pulp is delivered
into and settled in slime collecting vats, from which, after settling, aIl
the water possible is decanted off. In many plants the collecting vat
is used for treatment also, cyanide solution being introduced into it
previous to transfer, by means of a pump, to another vat. In such a
case the collecting vat should 1 - washed out thoroughly with water,
and thus freed from aIl solution before refilling. However, to reduce
the responsibility of shiftmen and avoid aIl danger of loss, it is perfer-
able to use collecting vats for collecting only, and to arrange the plant
in a way that allows of the removal of the pulp from the collecting vat
to the treatment vats without introducing cyanide solution into the
former. This can be done either by placing the collecting vat on a
higher level and gravitating the slime pulp therefrom to the treatment
vat, or by gravitating the pulp into a sump and pumping it with
solution into the tre.tnent vats.

(4) It is one of the principal rules in the cyanide works th-it no
solution should be run to waste. Mcre attention might with ad-
vantage be paid to carrying out this rie, as besides the gold actually
lost in the solution, the danger of contamination of the mill water
supply must be obvious.

To the majority of our members there will be nothing of special
novelty in the foregoing remarks, but the importance of the subject
and the perhaps not full appreciation at aIl times of the losses cyanide
in the wrong place may cause, constitute, I trust, Lufficient reason fuir
placing this note on record.

Slate in Canada.

The siate quarried in Canada comes chiefly from the Cambram
rocks in Quebec, although agillites of various colors are known to
exist in other parts of the Dominion. British Columbia has had tuo
companies operating quarries by horse and hand power in recct
years; one at Nanaimo, in Vancouver, and one at New Westminster.
In Quebec at one time there were three concerns working quarries in
Richmond County; one at New Rockland and two at Richmon 1,
which prodcced pîincipally roofing slaies. In irecent years, hcwevu,
only one large concern bas supported the industry.

One of the reasons why Canadian production bas been small is
because slate can be imported very chcaply from the Vermont regicn
in the United States, notwithstanding the duty.

During the year x894 to z898, the total production of slate -n
Canada was $271,411; the imports, $119,366; the exports, $13,097;
and the approximate consumption, $377,680.
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To encourage the home industry the Canadian Government has

imposed a duty of 25 per cent on all importations of roofiing slate

(not exceeding 75 cents per square), school slates and pencils 30 per

pea cent. on mantes and othes manufactures of slate. Notwithstand-

ing this tariff, however, the domestic output has diminished 4b per

cent. during the past five years and the consumption has fallen off

nearly as much. On the other hand a small export trade was built up,

but in the last two years little or nothing has been done in this line.

The total production of slate in Quebec in 1898 was 3,432 short

tons, valued at $37,374 as against 5,208 tons, valued at $37,6oo in

1897. The New Rockland Slate Company is the only one working

slate quarries in Quebec. The company opened its property 35 years

ago, and in 1898 it employed 85 men regularly; 50 in the quarry and

35 in the shops for preparing the slate for market. The average

yearly output of roofiing slate is used in Ontario. The National

Slate Company, a small concern, abandoned its quarry in 1898, leav-

ing the New Rockland Slate Company the only one in the field.

Of the total imports into Canada in 1898 the United States fur-

nished $2 1,762, or 87 per cent. ; Germany, $2,573, or i o per cent. ;

Great Britain, $362: or 2 per cent., and China and France the bal-

ance. The United States shipments consisted of 1,15o squares of

roofing slate, valued at $3,475, or $2.30 per square; 302,744 pieces

of school slate, worth $10,334; mantels, valued at $554; pencils,

$447, and all other manufactures of slate, $6,952. In comparison

with previous years, the imports from the United States show wide

fluctuations, more particularly in roofiing slate In 1894 the total

imports were 3,067 squares of roofing slate, valued at $12,568; in

1895 they dropped to 1,470 squares, valued at $5,276, but in 1896

the imports rose to 2,891 squares, valued at $9,948. On the other

hand the imports of school slates have grown from 140,139 pieces,

valued at $4,307 ; in 1894 to 302,744 pieces, valued at $1o,334, in

1898.

The small imports from Germany in 1898 included no roofing

slate, but a small quantity of school slates. Little or no roofing slate

has been imported from Great Britain for a number of years past.

COMPANIES.
Le Roi Mining Company.-Mr. Carlyle, mine manager for the British

America Corporation, Limited, and the Le Roi Mining Company, Limited, writes
under recent date, as follows :-" Le Roi-We have fine reserves of good ore in
this mine, but it so happens that during these few weeks in all the faces where we are
now working, either driving or extracting ore, the ore happens to be of a low grade.
We undoubtedly have, however, fine bodies of high-grade ore, which we will extract
just as soon as we can get proper access to by making cross-cuts and upraises, and
preparing shutes and stopes, as is proper for the correct iining of it. Six weeks ago
we were extracting some very nice ore, practically while doing development work,
and now we are preparing to get out this ore, much of which remains above and
below the drifts in which we found it. I am following the regular sequence in
mining, and I have not attempted to rush values by robbing the good reserves, but
have taken the ore just as it came, regardless of ts grade, as long as it paid to handle.
Realising the demands that will arise in the future, we are putting more stress on the
opening up of the mine than the extraction of ore at the present time, and until we
get the mine well opened out, with the large reserves blocked out and in proper
mining shape, so that we can keep our shipments regular, both in amount and value,
it will be impossible to maintain the even tenor of our way. In the 700 ft. level we
have considerable ore in the face of the west drift, which we are pushing rapidly
ahead, with about 200 ft. to go to get into the fine new ore shute found on the 600 ft.
level. In the 6oo this new shute was cut by a large dyke 100 feet thick, which we
have traversed, and are now running to the left, as we are almost positive, judging
from the work, that the vein is faulted a comparatively small distance in this direc-
tion. In the 8oo ft. level we will start this week in an upraise to the 700, and now
that timbering has been begun, we can begin a large ssope at this point. As soon as
this is done we will resume sinking for the 900 ft. level. In the west of the 6oo ft.
drift we are running a raise to connect with the 500 ft. level, after which we propose
running a cross.-cut to the south 200 ft., to explore the vein which shows parallel in
the Black Bear tunnel, and will strike this at a depth of 170 ft. below the tunnel
mentioned. What this work will develop we cannot tell, but this vein is certainly
very promising. I will push the 6oo ft level, when we pick up the vein again to the
end line, or about 120 ft. more, and if it passes into the.Black Bear claim, one of the
Le Roi properties, we will, of course, continue the drift ; otherwise, it will pass into
the Annie claim in the West Le Roi group, and help greatly in adding to the value of
that property. I was recently down at our smelter in Northport, and found the plant
in excellent shape and running very well. They are probably doing an excellent
smelting work there as can be found in any part of the world. I might say that in

the Le Roi Mine its history shows that without any difference in the appearance of
the ore fluctuations in the values have often occurred, but I hope that shortly the
conditions will so change in the mine that the grade will rise to a higher value. Even
the grade that we are shipping at the present time will pay handsomely, but with the
present imperative development work in progress I am not trying to push the output.
British America Corporation, Limited-In the No. i, on the 300 ft. level, we have
recently opened up a very nice ore shute that has now continued for 75 ft., with a
width of 5 ft. to 6 fi. of high-grade ore (copper), that will run from 4 to 6 per cent.
copper, and average for this distance and width $25 to $30 per ton in gold and silver.
Some days the whole face bas assayed as much as $5o in gold, silver and copper.
This ore is probably the best discovery that we have made on any of our properties.
On the 200 ft. level we found a large amount of medium-grade ore that will be sent
to the smelter when we are ready to ship. Shortly we will reach the 400 ft. level,
and will push on quickly to see if this vein holds out there below the shute found on
the 300 ft. level. On the Nickel Plate our new shaft will soon be ready to the 200
ft. level, when we will keep on sinking to the 400. In the Great Western we are
getting ready now to put in our new plant, which has just arrived."

The Dominion Coal Company, Limited.-The stockholders of the Domin-
ion Coal Company, Limited, took action at an adjourned meeting held in Boston
last month, looking to the eventual leasing of the company's property in Cape Bre-
ton to the recently organized Dominion Steel and Iron Company. The shareholders,
at the suggestion of the directors, voted both to enter into a contract with the steel
company for the sale of a large amount of coal to it at $I.2o a ton, and to give the
steel company the option of leasing the property at any time between [anuary I next
and July, 1903, for a term of years contemporaneous with the existence of the Dom-
inion Coal Company's leases on a basis of six per cent. dividends on the common
stock. President Henry M. Whitney presided, and among the other officials present
were Secretary B. F. Pearson, Treasurer J. S. McLennan and Auditor J. H. Wills.
There was an unusually large attendance of stockholders. After calling the meeting
to order President Whitney briefly outlined the plans tor the building of the Domin-
ion Steel and Iron Company's smelter works at Sydney. In order that the steel
company may be certain of always having on abuudant supply of coal, the directors
of the company have decided that it would be expedient to lease the coal properties
upon which it will be obliged to depend for its supply of fuel. Secretary B. F.
Pearson read the memorandum of an agreement entered into between the directors of
the t wo companies, which the stockholders are asked to ratify. Among other things,
the proposed lease provides for regular payments on account of the Dominion Coal
Company's sinking fund. The control of the Sydney and Louisburg railroad, as well
as other plant and equipment of the coal company passes to the lessee. The charters
of all steamers and barges now in existence shall be turned over to the leasing com-
pany. No disposition or sale of the property can be made by the lessees without the
written consent of the lessor. Payments on account of the lease are to made semi-
annually, on the 15th day of June and December. Six months' notice of intention to
cancel the lease shall be given by the lessee, and the sum of $6oo,ooo shall be
forfeited to the lessor, the same to be deposited before the lease goes into effect.
The lease shall come into effect on January i next, or on the first of January or July
of any succeeding year up to 1903. President Whitney stated that the great con-
sideration was not the amount of money to be paid down by the Steel and Iron Com-
pany, but the $8,ooo,ooo or $io,ooo,ooo to be expended by the steel company in
developing its business, and incidentally enlarging the market of the coal company.
The contract for supplying coal provides that the arrangement will extend over a
period similar to that covered by the existing leases of the Dominion Coal Company.
On the motion the stockholders voted on the question of ratifying both the contract
and annexed lease. The meeting adjourned until 2 p.m. The agreement provides
in case of a lease that $25,ooo per year would be allowed for expenses of manage-
ment. If at any time the output of the coal company exceeded 3,500,000 tons the
lessee is to pay the lessor an addttional 15 cents per ton. The vote on the lease was
unanimous-144,552 shares voting, of which 131,487 was common stock and 13,065
preferred.

British America Corporation.-Mr. Carlyle (the company's manager), writ-
ing under date Rossland (B.C.), July i, reports as follows:-" Columbia Kootenay
Mining Company, Limited-During the past month 864 ft. of new work was done in
29 days, with six machine drills. Tunnel No. 4: Total length. 1,3 24 ft. In crosscut
No. i, where the vein was first found in this tunnel, or 25 ft. of pyrrhotite ore, a raise
is now being made along the hanging-wall side of the vein, and is nearly all in this
ore, which is assaying 3 dwt. to 7 dwt. in gold. As very good values were got in a
drift north along this body, we are lhoping to get good values in this new working.
Tunnel No. 5 : Total length, 1,169 ft. This tunnel has been passing through a large
amount of very low grade material. The vein is wide, containing much solid
pyrrhotite. We will during the month start an upraise, immediately below the up-
raise in tunnel No. 4, in which we found such excellent ore."

" East Le Roi Mining Company, Limited-Great Western Mine : Foundations
are now being prepared for the new boilers, and plans are about ready for a very plain
but strong new gillows-frame and building, and by next month we will be ready to
resume striking." " Nickel Plate Mine: In the new shaft, Mr. Stewart (surveyor)
made an excellent connection, in that the shaft was begun on the 200 ft. level ; raised
i o ft., timbered, and then sinking from the surface was done with the result that the
two parts of this shaft joined perfectly. Sinking will now be pushed vigorously to
open up the untouched ground below the 200 ft. level. No other work underground
was attempted."

" West Le Roi Mining Company, Limited-No. i mine: The 200 ft. level bas
been extended 87 ft. along the vein, which has been from i ft. to 3 ft wide, of ore
assaying from 2 dwt. to 5o dwt. in gold, 2 oz. to 3 oz. silver, and some copper. We
will shortly begin an upraise at a point where the vein is 12 ft. wide, with 4 fi. or 5 ft.
of pay ore on the hanging-wall, and extend it up to the tunnel 200 ft. above, where
the same ore shute was found. On the 300 ft. level we have drifted 105 ft. on the
vein mentioned as having been cross cut in my last report, and for 85. ft. of this
distance we have had a body of fine ore 2 ft. to 5 ft. wide, average daily samples
from which have given $18 to $25 in gold, 2 oz. to 5 oz. silver, and 4 to 7 per cent.
copper. For the last 15 ft. the vein has been about 12 inch wide ; but the last assay
from this gave 32 oz. of gold, and at time of writing this streak is widening again.
As the vein may be much wider than the drift, we are now cross-cutting to find
whether there are other portions of pay ore in this vein. On the surface the high.
grade ore taken out in running this drift has formed a very considerable pile. I am
very much pleased with the way in which this property is opening up, as all our work
done is constantly enhancing the value of the West Le Roi group. With our new
hoists and pumps we will be able to develop all these claims quickly, and with
greater satisfaction."
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Canada Petroleum, Oil.-The statutory meeting of the Canada Petroleum
Oil Company was held at Manchester yesterday. Sir William Bailey, J.P., presided.

The Chairman having explained the formal character of the meeting, said that
Mr. Bagnall would present an interesting report. The directors had thought it wise
to obtain an independent opinion from an expert in oil wells, and accordingly Mr.
A. B. Walker, of Gaspé, had furnished them with his views with regard to their
property. Mr. Walker said that 31 wells had been drilled and two more were being
drilled. Nearly all the wells visited by him showed such indications that he was of
opinion that if the Gaspè Oilfield was handled in a practical way it would develop
into a paying and successful property. Ie had advised drilling on a number of new
wells.

Mr. Walter G. Bagnall, J. P., (managing director of the company), who has
recently visited Canada, then gave his report of the properties as follows: I visited
your properties on June 5th, and was accompunied by Mr. William Lees, of Man-
chester, a director of the Bagnall Oil Company and of the Mercantile Bank of Lanca-
shire. I also e bled one of our representatives to secure an oil expert from the
Pennsylvanian Oilfields. We engaged Mr. A. B. Walker, principal of one of the
first companies to successfully operate the Bradtield Oilfield. Mr. Walker bas since
then drilled and sunk wells in most of the oilfields of the United States, and is con-
nected with oil properties-in West Virginia, Ohio, and Indiana. le was Sheriff of
McKeen County, the county whose principal town is Bradford, Pennsylvania, for
three years, vacating that office last year. From many independent quarters I was
assured, and I amr myself thoroughly convinced, that it would be impossible to secure
a more reliable oi expert than the one whem we engaged. We made several surveys
of the properties to verify the statements made by the vendors at the time this com-
pany was formed. We unanimously agreed that the said statements were more than
justified. We tound ou continuously on lands extending between 24 and 25 miles.
Most of the wells had produced considerable quantities of oil, and hundreds of barrels
of oil were lying about. We consider that at least 2,000 barrels had been lost from
wells Nos. i and 27 before the same were controlled. Well No. ii is now plugged
down ; but the oil and gas forces itself through the 2-ft. pine plug. Well No. 27 is
now arranged for pumping, and we saw pumped between 300 and 4oo barrels. We
are decisively of opinion that the property will prove a successful oil-producing
country, and that we shall have ready for export a cargo of refined petroleum products
within the next nine months. Being thoroughly satisfied that the oil was of excellent
quality, and that it was there in large quantities, we at once arranged that pipe-lines
should be laid and the refineries erected. I applied to the municipalities for powers
to lay the pipe-lines from our properties through the settled districts to the harbour at
Gaspé. The powers were granted free of charge, and the pipe-line will be complete
within the next three months. To facilitate quick erection and exploitation I connec-
ted the producing districts by telephone with the Gaspé offices, the resident manager's
house, and the cable and telegraph offices. We also have côntracted for the refineries
to be erected at Gaspé, and the same should be delivered there within seven weeks,
and the erection completed within three months. We commenced four new wells
inrnediately surrounding well No. 27, and the directors have been recommended to
drill four wells around No. i1i; also that sites should be selected and the foundations
laid for 20 additional wells along the oil-bearing line between wells Nos. i i and 27.
This is to enable the erection of derricks and the drilling of wells to be continued dur-
ing th- winter months.

We have given the transport of the oil from the wells to the refineries very care-
ful consideration, because after an oil-field is proved to be a successful oil-producing
country, the transporting and manipulating ot the oil is a most important factor i
making the field a financial success. We shall be able to bring our oil fron the wells
through the pipe-lines to the refineries and tankages, and ship the same from the port
at Gaspé, at a cost, including the refining of the product, of less than three-eighths of
id. per gallon. We have been most successful in placing our contracts on very
favourable ternis, and, despite the fact that the iron, steel, and pipe markets have
advanced during the pàst three months, over oo per cent., the total cost will not
exceed 50 per cent of the amount we had originally decided must be spent upon these
erections. We were so convincedl that this oil-field has a successful future, that we
approached the Canadian Government to secure assistance to bring the property in
direct communication with the Canadian Railway systen, and I interviewed Sr Wil-
fred Laurier and the responsible Ministers ot the Dominion Government with the
object ofsecuring their help. I am pleased to say the Government substantially sup-
ported our request, and they have voted this session subsidies for the construction of
the railway from Gaspe tol Paspebiac. This railway will pass through the oil pro-
perties and will give an outlet for our products to all parts of - da and the Jnited
States. The Government have also decided this session to eruc, wharfs and harbour
facilities at Paspebiac, the ocean port of the Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway
Company. This railway company possessed the line that connects our oil properties
and the proposed new railway with the Intercolonial and Grand Trunk Railways, and
the control of it would be beneficial for the successful development of the oil-fields.
It is being reorganized under the control of an English majority of a new board of
ditectors, and I am glad to say that this reorganization scheme bas already met with
such approval in England, since my return, that I am able to announce the survey
through the oil property has been made by competent engineers. The contract for
the construction has been let ; steam excavators and plant are upon the land, and men
are being engaged to construct the line. I believe 20 miles of the section from Gaspé
can be constructed this year, and the connection with Paspebiac completed within
twelve months. I am convinced the future of our company will be a successful one,
and I hope to return to Canada in October next to personally superintend the irst
shipment of refined petroleum products from Gaspé. I am glad to know that so many
Lancashire men are supporters of this company, because throughout the whole of
Canada I noticed the present prosperity of the Dominion has been stability advanced
by the business capability, commercial organization, and judicious expenditure of
of capital possessed by companies directly connected with Manchester and its Ship
Canal. I firmly believe the developments of the Canada Petroleum Company and
the construction of the proposed railway through the valuable wood-pulp districts of
Gaspesia, will further develop profitable enterprises, increase the prosperity of the
Dominion, and unite closer the Mother Country with her nearest colonial possession.

The Chairman referred with satisfaction to the report presented by Mr. Bagnall,
and said that it held out to them the prospect of a reasonable dividend. They would
only have to wait a few months beIe they had some oil up the Ship Canal. At the
present time their greatest profit would be in selling oil in Canada. Most of the oil sold
there came from the United States oil-fields, and there was a duty of 5 cents in their
favour. All they could do now was to wait patiently for the development of the
property.

Mr. Bagnall, replying to a question as to why the oil could not be brought
immediately to Manchester, said that the price in Canada would give them a profit
wo or three times greater han they would make by exporting to England. They

would, however be able to compete in Manchester when the tine arrived, and would
be able to deliver oil a pound at a ton less than any other company in the world.

The Chairman stated, in answer to further questions, that they had consider-
ably more capital than they required at present. A special settlement had been
applied for on the London Stock Exchange.

The meeting then terminated.

FROM THE SLOCAN.
The strike is still the all absorbing topic of conversation in these parts, and it

must be confessed that a satisfactory solution of the difficulty still appears to be as
remote as ever. Whilst almost everybody sympathises with the mine-owners in the
altered conditions which have so suddenly confronted them through the hasty and ill-
advised action of the local legislature, the conviction is slowly being driven home that
if the mines are to be worked at all it can only be on the $3. 50 basis, whatever the
hours of labor.

The political horizon in British Columbia just at present is very uncertain, this
being doubtless one of the elements which make for a continuation of the deadlock,
the hope that the government may sustain a set-back and be forced to repeal the
obnoxious clause being everywhere expressed.

Whether this even would mend matters is problematical, as judging by recent
actions of the "Unions," backed by government precedent, a ten hour day, alhhough
giving every satisfaction when originally in vogue, is now deemed to be against the
principle of the labor organizations, a condition which tends to further complicate
matters.

In a few instances mine managers attempted to comply with the law by adopting
an eight hour shift under ground and employing the sames men on the surface for
another two, paying the usual wage of $3.50 per day.

By order of the Unions, however, a continuance along these lines bas been
denied, and they have even gone to the ludicrous extreme of calling out all men
engaged on contract work who are not guaranteed a minimum of $3.50 for the eight
hour shift, a proceeding manifestly absurd. One is not to infer from this that law-
lessness prevails, because in the three months during which operations have been
suspended, not a single case of intimidation bas been reported to the authorities, so
that we would be doing an injustice in withholding credit where it is due.

To attempt a forecast of the final outcome is beyond the pale of human judg-
ment, so many factors having lately sprung up which had no existence when the
difficulty first threatened. The motto of the Unions evidently reads "No Cont-
promise," for whenever overtures have been made to the men, no matter how reason-
able or well intended, they have invariably been met with that imperturbable
demeanor which signifies that they are content to wait until things "corne their way"
to use a colloquialism, although it is miatter of common knowledge that individually
a great many of the men would be quite willing to work eight hours for $3.oo pend-
ing more satisfactory arrangements, which it is hoped may eventually result fron a
revision of the law.

The mine owners on the other hand appear to be getting very restless, as it is
well known that the efforts to obtain men from outside points have not met with the
success anticipated, and the need of doing something to appease eastern and old
country shareholders becomes more pressing every day.

The ultimate solution of the difficulty, as I said before, is entirely beyond my
powers, as the subject becomes more bewildering at each successive stage, and I
frankly give it up.

Apropos of the depression existing in the Slocan, I notice that the London
correspondent of the Engineering and Miningjournalin his contribution to the issue
of that journal dated August 5th, takes a very pessimistic view of the future of min-
ing investments in this province. He observes "that abundant proofs are coming to
hand that British Columbia is a land of low grade propositions. With the exception
of a few Slocan properties there are no bonanzas such as one might reasonably ex-
pect, judging frorn the proximity of so many rich districts in the Rocky Mountain
States. The Le Roi is proving of lower grade than the buyers calculated on, and
many of the other less developed properties of the Whitaker Wright Group are averag-
ing very low values. The London and British Columbia Gold Fields, which bas had
the advantage of Mr. Fowler's advise in buying properties, are finding that some of
their mtnes which showed well at first, are gradually coming into the class of con-
centrating propositions. This is turning out to be the case with the Whitewater mine
in the Slocan Division, and considerable study is being brought to bear on the ques-
tion of erecting suitable concentrating plants."

Now, with all due respect to the correspondent of that influential and usually
reliable journal, I subnit that he bas been a little hasty, to say the least, in forming
his opinion, and just a trifle unkind to the province, which bas, as a rule, honorably
discharged its indebtedness to investors, provided always, of course, that they have
performed their part in exercising proper business judgnent and discretion in laying
out their money, a provision too often ignored by those ever ready to condemn with-
out first of ail making a thorough investigation into the circumstances attending the
failure. I shall leave the Rossland correspondent and those from other pamts to vin-
dicate their respective districts from the aspersions thus ruthlessly cast upon the in-
dustry which is destined to be the mainstay of the province for many years to come ;
but in regard to the Slocan it is my duty to speak, and I emphatically assert that the
percentage of dividend paying mines in proportion to those which have proven
failures is greater than in any other district in the world where similar obstacles have
been encountered and had to be overcome in their exploitation. The trouble is that
too often the nearest prospects are reported and represented to the investigating
public as fully developed mines, and the failure tosecure returns on a ridiculously large
capital causes dssappointment and loss, which not infrequently resolves itself i.nto a
savage distortation of facts, much to the discredit of the particular district in which
the mine (?)-save the mark-was situated.

In speaking of the Whitewater it is unreasonable to suppose that an engineer of
Mr. Fowler's experience was not aware that concentrating ore would have to be
reckoned with here, as elsewhere, sooner or later ; this, however, does not detract in
any way from the record of the mine, nor alter the fact that immense quantities of
clean ore have already been shipped and will continue to be in the future. The
presence of concentrating ore instead of being regarded as a detriment ought in all
conscience to be rather the reverse, as constituting an additional source from which
revenue may be derived. HOWARD WEST.
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FROM REVELSTOKE.
The past nonth has been quiet, from a igining point of view; but if nothing

very startlhng has occurred, assessintit and developmtent work have been carried on
assiduously ii ail the districts around. leriaps in% no) locality has ibis necessary,
valuable, but ailmost unseen work been carried on more vigorously than in the
Lardeau, which surely stands very higi in the list of ore producers, or ai any rate ore
btearers. It would be invidinus to particularize any one clain, and indeel the one
that seeis lbest to-day may easily lie eclipsed ly the superior value of another to.
morrow -so rich are the veits known to exist in the district-bunt we nay metion the
Silver Cup, one of the olet locations and one of the best, which is still holding ils
own and said to be imliproving as deptl is gained and tlie ore body moure opened litp.
The adcient of one if not two railways into the neighborhoiod is causing much atten.
tion to bte directed toit, and properties are changing hands M ith iiost satîsfactory raptiti.
ity: as the mutans of transportation, iitiito lacking, will aidd iimensely to the valte of
the prospects and incipient mines that are so thickly scattered in tie vicinlity- of Trott
Laxe, Fishi Creek, and in the whole district known as the I.ardeau. The Nettie L.
is still developîing, but tlie management expect very shortly to ship another carload or
two o! re to one Ot lthe stmelters; as stoing has been commccenced in the ulper tunnel
where there is a large budy of gooti nre available ani easy to extract. The Old (,old
and Primrose Mining Co. are alsu very actively openng up their property, and intend
to increase their present stafof 25 men vo as to t!et ail possible work done during the
short suilmier ; and the lcatrice owners are congratulating theiselves on the
excellent value returned to thet frot their last shipmtient (tf ore-saome 58 tons net.
ting over $6,ooo.

Quite recently sote vert promiing prospects have been found on 1all Creck
(not the i all Creek near Nelson, but on lite Duncan River) though the distance from
transportation facilities will imaterially reduce the value of the discoveries. Scill, the
now piractically settied railway will considerably imtprove that state of affairs, thougli
it will not be very ciose tu the claims.

A great deal of quiet work is going on in Fish CreckI District, and sote very tine
free miling gold quartz bas been !ounct while the lucky finders were hunting for a
galena or coppmer lead ; they had taken no notice of tlie far more valuable quartz,
.:.iouîgh which they were slowly mîaking thieir way.in svarch of other mineral tilt an
acciuenial inspection followed by an assay showed thein what a bonanza was theirs.
Running as Ftàh Creek does, nearly front Iilecillewaet on the C. hP. R. to the northeast

armi of Arrow L.ake, there would seen to be ai least the possibility of a railway to tai
tiat very' rich chstrictconnecting with the C.P.I. on the north and with the now
building extension of the C. i. R. un the south.

irou Lake City itself, at the north end of Trout Lake is enjoying quite an
unusually prosperous tine just now ; always a pretty place, and the chie! town of
importance, yet the increasing value of minerais discoverei with the advent of the
railway ail combine to "make things hum" to the great advantage of the inhabitants.
Cwing to the exceelingly fertile soit that extends for utiles near ibis pro'perous litile
town, there is no reason why it should not possess in plenty ail kinds of horticultural
and agricultural produce, and be in a position to supply the other growing towns with
the surplus over and above its own need.

Fromi tite hilecillewaet Camp we do not hear very much ; but it seems tolerably
certaini that the Lanatk mine will be re.opened untier new management, as in hie
opinion of competent judges tliat property bas been too hastily closed down. If
appearances and the formation of the rock coiunt for anything, there certainly shoutl
be a gooid eins there even if !;ke others, il looks as if it liad pinched out-most likely
it wilt widen out again and prove valuable.

Thte Tangier mine is sbtil calling for miners, se presumably the manager is
satisfedl with the siowing, but on the Waverley-its near neighbor-no work is being
dune at present, or if so, nt) reports are ta hand concerning it. In ai likcliiood,
however, this wili also prove vaitiable when more systeimatic work lias been hier.
forietd apon it.

F.'rom the Wg Bend, 1Revelsboke's hope and pride) however sontevery encourag.
ing reportsare to gland, and niuch work willbe done in developing various properties
Ibis seasun, whici are owniîed to a great etent by 1ocao men. In Groundl liog liasin
alone thcre will be exîpeided somue $2,500 on assessient, which looks as if the
o%% ners haid confidence in their holdings.

Oin Smith Creck again there are somtie very good placer claiis, and quite a large
amoutint of work lias been done on then. with so far the must gratifying results-
indeed tIhe owners say1 they cxpect ta take out the precious mneta by the pound ratber
thsat iby the once when their workings are extendeti a little niore.

What is nost urgently needed for that district is iniproved communication, as in
so miany iarts the river is not navigable except for a very few wceks every year. It
seems as if a wagon road will have to ie constructed tilt the worst part is passed, and
then it would be quite possible for a steanboat to go the rest of the way: indeecd a
good many years back during the first excitement in the Big Biend, a steanier uised lo
niake the trilp froi Portland, U.S., riguit ui to Goldstream. If the copper properties
discovereil during the last year or so on Keystonc Mountain and in other places are
ever ta lecoiie of value to their owners, some improved iethod of communication
wili fbe absolutely necessary. Up to the time of writing ibis, nothing acitially definite
is known of those claims in the Standard lasin recently bonded to capitalists in the
cast, but the impression is very strong that the report of the expert who went to
examine them was unsatisfactory. 'I ce surface showing was ait right, but the pros.
pectus issued would ruin better property than tIis, god as il may yet prove.

A. 11.il.

starting a shaft on a strong vein that cornes in from the Gold Reefs on the west, tIL.
shaft on that property on this vein being down about 30 feet, with the quartz the fuill
width of the shait, and the whole showing good values in gold.

The Chemical Company had Mr. T. Smith with his diamond drill on the pr.,
perty, but the resul.s were unimportant. The company have made a very goui
wagon road into their camp (rom the he3d of Witch Bay, about a mile and a hail
distant.

The Bon,/der.-Tie shaft is clown about 300 feet, and the vein below this poing
will be prospected with the dianond drill from lite botton of the shaft. Mfr. Toit,.
Stmith's drilling outtit having been engaged for the work.

Camp Bay.-rhe loulder has already been referred to. Sinking is being vigor.
ously iihed on in the two shafts on the Trojan, and work bas been resumed on the'
Mlascotte.

Cainerot Is/and.-This property is 'tarting uip again.
The Nora.-Work has been resuned at this mine, Captain Geo. Gregg being in

charge.
Reports have come in 'f a rich find in gold quariz north of Dinorwic, which is a

little cast of Wahigoon : ails of the discovery o >on.e gooi gold.ibearing veins .at
Sturgeun i.ake, about ;,) iites north of Tache on the C.P.R., where t is sad a miii-
ber of claims have already been surveyed.

The sale of the Sultana lias excited very littile interest here, because the subjec
war thcareaiare already I suppose. .lut the transfer of this fine property to an English
syndicate w&ill, no doubt, have considerable effect in advertising lite district amongst
capitalists.

Mîs'E CFNTRE.

Go/den Star.-The shaft is down 380 feet : there are five levels. The work of
blocking out ore is being vigorously pushed, while at the sanie timne the miii is ke1î
going.

Ranzdo/ph.-Shaft lown 70 feet ; the vein is a sort of felsite dyke. The mine is
fully equmppied with compressor plant, hoist, &c.

Randorph funiaor.-This property is west of Golden Star, and is supposed tu le
on samtie lode. A dea is on with some Duluth people, and the preliminaries are
arranged.

Head/4g/t.-This is the old Swede Boy. Shaft down too feet ; ai 75 feet a
cross-cut Of 40 feet, located the vein which is looking very weil.

Deca.-Shaft clown 50 cfeet ; at toc feet cross.cut towards vein and struck it
when 40 feet in ; vein 4 feet wide, carrying good values.

i.udky Cooni.-A shaft is being put clown on No. 2 Vein, and is down ico feet.
The shaft on No. 5 vein is down 85 feet. A compressor plant is being put in.

d/anatan.-lias recently been examtined by John E. liardman, M.E., and if
his report is favourable a compressor plant will be put in. The shaft is clown s06
feet, with 40 fecet of cross.cut : vein about 16 feet wide.

Independen!ce.-This concern is being reorganiredi under Ontario laws, ailr
which work will be rc-" ,.ed. There is a five stamp miil here.

A/ice A.-Shaft down loo feet. They have a four drill compressor, and steamn
hoist ; have had a Trentaine mill, but it is proposed to put up a mill w&ith too stamps
as there is a very large body of ore, low grade of course.

Ferguson.-This property is be examined by Captain Angove, a West Austalia
mining expert.

Go/dei Crescent.-Are drifting ai 9o feet.
F. 1). Fowler is sinking on a vein on liad Verniiiion Lake, which shows con.

siderable leaf native copper in the quartz.
Feh:ting Chance.-The shaft is down 42 feet.

RAT 'oxTRAti:, 21st August, I899.

CAPE BRETON NOTES.
A new slpe on the Emery seani is being opened up about two miles from Glace

lay. This barkhead is designed te handle an output of 1,50o tons per day, and wcill
lie enlarged if the quality of the coal warrants it.

This is the first colliery to bie worked on this seam by the present operator-.
Althougli the col is not as thick, as that of the lhalen seam where the greatest out.
puts arc at present obtained il gives, from samiples taken near the crop, analysis witi
show il to le a first class steama coal.

A new shaft go work the lhalen seam is tI bc sunk ai a point midway btween
the liub and International collieries, and will be known as Dominion No. 2. Tis
shaft is 56 feet 6 incies x i fecet, and will cel the coal at a depth of 85o fet. Wh:n
finiscd it will consist of two coal divisions, each 7 feet 6 inches x :: fcet, two spaces
of eual size for tîte mais cages, a sjîace of 6 (et for waîer tanks anti space for *»îes
anna haulage opmes. Tho bankhead wil bt paiy sel, and n -Aieohief fdtn

mtht present type. Tht coal wil not l hoistewl b th surface in mine cars, n eut h mtiL Ar E 0F -ntE W OO DSh le tipped i te pit wsottot ito the weight scales, anti then pass nr e thn ooisttng
tank, which lias a capacity o! six tons. By ihis niethodtilt cheat weigbî in hoistil.g

Reffit.-At sgne e writig ait he wok is,,ol)pc( ai teimineaterip llyttiltss nattial y inserid. thig Iophehdo!h thtteshaat the water is ta lt raised in
Rqiîa.-î lute ! wrtin ailthtworkis toppti i. tt mne, ~cet tht ste sîc tank% anti cumpe t i tht surface.

pumps are kel going - whai the outeome will lic ne one here sconis 10 know. . This -.hart will work an area having a ratdius of one andi onge.half miles, wh.h1
7he .4zar.-On tht wtst shore o! Ennu Bay, aI the norilt.wtst end of Crane wilil be divided i mb four parts lîy heavy barriers ot coal.

Lake, and about twelve miles perhaps, south.easterly from the Regina mine, Col.
Atwater, an expcriencedi mining man of Cleveland, Ohio, is running a tunnel into a
felsite (?) dyke abiout eighty feet wide; the tumnel is aiready in forty feet. After Owing g tli great inctease in slipping, tht Dominian Coal Company has 1
prospecting a little so as to ascertain the extent of the deposit, the character of the cbaçed thrc new locomotives, wbich arrivet eariy in tir monti. Tbey art ail c. Cr

will, &c, a haf wil be egu100o tons, andi ont of tbern wbich is of the consolîitti Mogul type iv 120 tons.walls, &c., a shîaft will be begun.
The Chemica/ C.-Work bas been suspentled-temporarily no doubt-on ibis

propetty. The east shaft was sunk 30 feet, and then closed up. Another was sunk Tht record for shipping ai tht International Pier was broken ibis month, sslirn,
out far fromi tht oi! Gurdon-james %hart. Ssripping was dune in preparaaion for the on s7th inst., over t » n tons wre loaded.
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BOUNDARY DISTRICT.
PROVIDENCE CAMP.

Boundary Mining and Milliug Co.-Gold Bug-The shaft is now down 50 feet.
It is expected that it will be continued to the ioo foot level.

The rich lead recently discovered is being opened by an open cut and the ore
sacked as soon as taken out. This property is looking very well.

SKYLARK CAMP.

Last Chance.-A cross-cut is being driven on the 200 foot level.
C escent. -Five men are at work here. A shaft is being sunk on the lead and

is now down about 50 feet.
DEADWOOD CAMP.

Mother Lode.--Drifting is in progress on the 200 fout level. Mr. Paul Johnson,
the well known smelter man, is in Greenwood. He has a two years contract with
this company to erect and operate a smelter for them in the vicinity of Greenwood.

Sunse.-Foundations are being prepared for the new plant to be installed.
Aorrison.-The ore body on which the shaft was sunk has been met with in the

tunnel. It is said to run from $18 to $35 per ton. They have cross-cut it 25 feet
and are still in ore.

Buckhorn.-Sinking is still in progress.
WELLINGTON CAMP.

Golden Crown. -The shaft is being continued an is now down 250 feet.
Winnipeg.-Drifting on the ore in the 300 foot>evel is in progress and raising

from the ioo to the 50 foot level.
Hartford Group.-This group is owned by Messrs. Jones and Rogers is under

bond to Jay Graves and associates. Ten men are at work opening up a lead of
pyrrhotite which is reported to be 3 feet in width and averaging $25 per ton.

GRERNWOOD CAMP.

Ironsides. -A cross-cut is being run at the 300 foot level.
Knob Hill.-Drifting on the ore in both directions is in progress.
War Eagle.-The lead has been opened up by a number of cross-cuts. The

shaft is still being continued.
The company operating this property have bonded the Bald Eagle, an adjoining

fraction, also the Red Rock and the Lulu.
Greenwood Mines, Ltd. -A force of men has been put to work on the Missing

Link No. 2, one of tne group of claims owned by this company. The extension of
the War Eagle vein is being opened up here.

WEST FORK.

Carmi.-This property is looking very promibing.
Main Kettle.-A rich strike of bornite has been made on Copper Creek, 50 miles

above Rock Creek.
A very good waggon road is being made up the river and is completed to within

a mile of the West Fork.
LONc LAK.

Jewel.-Drifting on the lead on the lower level is going on.
Snowshoe.-The old shaft is being continued.

SUMMIT CAMP.

B.C. -The 50 foot level is being driven north and the i 5o foot level both north
and south.

Mount View.-Work has been commenced on this property, which has recently
been bonded by Mr. Geo. Collins of Greenwood. There is a very good showing of
chalcopyrite here.

Josie.---This property has been incorporated by a Grand Forks syndicate who
intend putting a force of men at work shortly. There is a 70 foot shaft on the claim.

Rathmullen.-A 5-drill compressor is on its way to the property. Sinking and
cross-cutting are in progress. The property is reported as looking very well.

Oro Denoro.--The shaft is now down 150 feet. A 5-drill cornpressor is being
installed.

R. Bell.-A drift is being run on the lead at the 50-foot level. iaere is three
feet of clean chalcopyrite in the face of the drift.

NORTH FORK.

Golden Eagle.-Work is still going on here and some very high grade chalco-
pyrite is being taken out.

H. L.
GREENWOOD 15th August, 1899.

Anglo-Canadian Lead Syndicate, Limited.-Registered on August 2, by
Le Brasseur and Oakley, 12 New-court, Lincon's inn, W.C., with a capital of
£21,500 in £i shares. Object, to adopt an agreement with the London and Dublin
Finance Corporation, Limited, to search for, prospeet, examine and explore lead and
other mines, mining rights, etc. The first directors (to number not less than two nor
more than six) are to be appointed by the subscribers. Remuneration, £50 each per
annum.

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM
BOILER

. .

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Nearly 2,000,000 H.P. now
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D. K. McLAREN
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Fairfield Exploration Syndicate.-The following cable has been received.
from the manager : " Doratha Mouton Mine-Output for the month ended 3oth
June. Gold 435 ozs., silver 862 ozs., total value £1,986 ; 1,257 tons treated, assayvalue per ton. gold £1 ios. id., assay value per ton silver, 2S. 6d. Calculated ex-traction, gold 89 per cent., silver 79 per cent. Ten stamps ran 16 days Io hours,crushed 1,410 tons equal to 8-58 tons per head per day."

Mikado.-Clean up to 3tst July tor 27 days. Crushed 982 tons, yielding 372
ounces of gold, and from cyanide 851 tons yielding 253 ounces bullion,

Le Roi.--The manager cables : Have received the following returns from smel-
ter Le Roi second half Iuly-3,56o tons (shipped 13 days) ; 1,700 ounces of gold ;
3,500 ounces of silver ; 56 tons copper. Estimated gross value, $50,000. Totalestimated gross value for month, $86.ooo." Manager further (ables: " The ore is
improving as developed. Systematic developments increasing ore in sight. Deve-
lopment of mine naking god progress. There is manifest improvement in the mineat the end of the month."

London and Canada Syndicate.-Cablegrani received July 25 froru the man-ager in Boundary Creek : " Assay of samples from Gold Bug give 545 ounces ofsilver per ton of 2,000 lbs , 12 ounces of gold per ton of 2,000 Ibs. ; average width is
3 feet ; forward by express still richer samples."

Ymir (British Columbia).-The following cablegram has been received from
British Columbia dated August Io: " The yield from last nonth's working is :Gross estimated value concentrates, $6,250; bullion, $14,ooo. This yield is from
2,000 tons crushed during 21 days. Carbonate ore, 40 tons ; galena ore, 22 tons.The estimated value is $4,ooo."

F. H. MASON
Fellow of the Chemical Society, London.
Late Chemnist and Assayer to the Newbery
Vautin Patents Gold Extraction Co., Limited.

Consulting Metallurgist and Chenist
Analytical Chenist and Assayer

Chemical and Metallurgica Processes investigated.
Metallurmical Plants designed.

Specialty-Refractory Ores, Concentrates & Tailings

LABORATORY, QUEEN BUILDINC,
Halifax, N.S.

SURVEYING, MINING
AND

ENGINEER ING

INSTRUMENTS,
Accurate and Most Improved . .

MINING TRANSITS. L

Complete Une of Engineers
Instruments and Supplies.
Reasonable Prices. SEND
FOR CATALOGUE. . .

NOTRE DAME ST.,

MONTREAL, QUE,

Now READY
CANADIAN

9th EDITION

FlINING 1rANUAL
A complete Text-Book of the Mining Companies of Canada

and Newfoundland.

ABOUT
GOOD

VALVES

THE

MINING

Our '99 Catalogue is just out.

We are as proud of it as we are of the goods it describes.

You know that a poor valve is about as miserable a thing as you
ever used.

Send for a Catalogue and then give the goods a trial and you'll not
be disappointed.

FAIRBANKS COMPANY
749 CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL.

w'RE CLOTH
DOUBLE CRIMPED.

Minors' Candlesticks Coal ScPOOR Wobs

ARE SPECIALTIES WITH US.

THE LUDLOW-SAYLOR WIRE CO.,
•Mention this Paper.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Write for Catalogue.
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Thomas D. Green, B.Sc.
CIVIL AND MININC ENCINEER and
DOMINION LAND SURVEYOR

(Employed seventeen years by Dominion Government.)

Accupate Sur'veys and Reports made of
Mining Proper'tles.

DAWSON, N. W. T.

A. W. STEVENSON
CHARTERED
ACCOU NTANT

MININC AND INVESTMENT BROKER.
BANK0F TORONTO

CHAMERS... MONTREAL
A. H., HOLDICH

REVELSTOKE, B.C.

ANALYTICAL CHEMIST ANO. ASSAYER.
FROM ROYAL SCHOOL OF MINES,

LONDON.

Seven years at Morfa Works, Swansea; seventeen
years Chief Chemist to Wigan Coal and Iron Company,
England, is now prepared to undertake every descrip-
tion of Analyses or Assays.

IMPULSE WATER WHEELS
STEAM AND POWER PUMPS
GAS AND GASOLINE ENGINES
ELECTRIC LIGHT ENGINES . .
MILL ENGINES . . . . . . .
BOILERS. . . . . . .

j Hfints on Amalgamation
AND THE

General Care of Gold MWills
By W. J. ADAMS.

ILLUSTRATED.

A Practical Book for Practical Men.
SHOULD BE IN THE HANDS OF EVERY
MINING MAN AND META L LURGIS .

Ail previon works on gold nietallurgy have devoted
most atttentlon to the thêtorles, mecilaties, chemtistryaud ilstory of gold inilling. This book tells

WHAT TO DO AND HOW TO Do IT.
It is not based on laboratory tests.but on the Practical

Results obtained by the anthor ln an experlence of over
Twventy Years, and tells howv best to employ that which as
already îoruse, not ln any one locallty, but ail over theworid.

The articles from which this book Is compiled first
appre.d in our columns, where they secured wdesrcad
suggestion of prominent men lu the mining world who
wished to have the valuable Information therein coutained ln more permanent form.

CLOTH BOUND, 01.50

MODERN MACHINERY PUBLISHINO Co.
218 LA SALLE STREET
CHICAGO, U.S.A.

ANOTHER "HINT ON AMALCAMATION."
Mr. Mine Manager :-You are interested lnhaving rnder machi'îery throughout yournplant; so are we. Let us amalgamate; youfurnish the dollar and we'i furnasn the Modern

Machinîery.

----- e-----...

Michigarn College of Mines.
A STATE TECHNICAL SCHOOL. Practical work. Particular attention to

practical men who wish to study Special Subjects. Elective System. College
year, 45 weeks. Tuition for residents $25, non-residents $150. Instruction in

Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Assaying, Metallurgy, Drawing, Ore Dressing,Mineralogy, Petrography, Geology ; Mechanical, Electrical, Civil and Mining Engi-neering, etc. Summer work in Metai and Wood Working, Stamp Mill, Surveying,Testing of Materials, Steam Engineering and Field Geology. For catalogues giving
occupation of graduates, address

MRS. F. H. SCOTT, Sec'y,
Houghton, MIch.

THE SMART-EBY MACHINE C0.LIMITED The Mining Journal
CITY AGENTS WANTED 191 Berton St. East, RAILWAY AND COMMERCIAL GAZETTE

Hamilton,
Ont.

J. EDWARDS LECKIE
B.Sc. C. & M.E.

ESTABLISHED 1835.

THE MINING JOURNAL circulates all over the world amongst
Miners, Engineers, Manufacturers, and Capitalists.

THF. MINING JOURNAL offers unusual advantages for Advertising
Sales of Mineral Properties, Machinery, Commercial Notices, Inven-
tions, and all articles for the use of those engaged in Mining, Engineer-
ing, and Mechanical work.

THE MINING JOURNAL was established more than 65 years ago,
and still maintains its position as the leading organ of the world's Press
devoted to miningand its allied interests.

Annual subscription, including postage, £1.8s.
Advertisements i inch, single column, $i per insertion.

46, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, ENGLAND.

Oftawa Powder Company,EDd.NTE DESTABLISHED 1891.MANUFACTURERS OF DYNAMITE AND TRIOLINE.
Dealers in Safety Fuse, Platinum Fuses, Detonators, and all Blasting

Sbßlies. All Orders Promptly Attended to Únder Guarantee of
Excellence.

CENTRAL OFFICE:
CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

Correspondence Solicited.,-.»

RONALD HARRIS,
c. & M.E.

HARRIS & LECKIE
MINING

ENGINEERS
Box 79 GREENWOOD, B.C.
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WALKER BROTHERS
ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS

PATENT AIR-COMPRESSING ENGINES, GAS-COMPRESSING ENCINES ANO VENTILATING FANS
FISHER A WALKER'S PATENT FRICTION CLUTCHES, UNDERGROUND HAULAGE and GENERAL MINING MACHINERY.

WALKERS' PATENT AIR-COMPRESSING ENGINES
Stingle 'r Conpound Steain Cylinders with Corliga or Slide Valves. Air Cylinders arranged for the "Single " or "Two StageI" system of compression, tise latier

l'aving an Intermediate Cooflng Apparatus. [Engines constructed either with trunk frames or box girder plates.]

The syten of compressing air by STAGES effects a great economy in power and fuel, with a con- WALKER BROTHERS have had thirty years' experience in the design and construc-
siderable reduction of temperture in the compressed air. The air is first comp essed in the Low tion of air and gas compressing machinery, and their attention has been constantly given to perfect.
Pressure ('ylinder, then its temperature is reduced in the Intermediate Cooler, and afterwards it is ing the details.
again comp, es>ed in the H igh Pressure Cylinder. The Air Valves, as at present made (to their latest patents), are an immense improvement upon

W'ALKER BROTHERS have supplied a large number of compressors on this principle those supplied twenty years ago.
for Mining and other purpo'es, with the most satisfactory results. Nearly all they at present con- The aggregate Power of the Compressors at work, about 55o in number, exceeds a5o, Ind.
struct are on the stage system, both for Mining and Collbery purposes. cated H P.

The late -t form of their patent Valves, which is a great improvement on the earlier types, affords WALKER BROTHERS have re-modelled over zoo Air-Compressing Engines originally
special advantages for compressing air, or gas, by the stage system. constructed by other Engineering Firms.

THE EBLACKWALL TUNNEL
For the construction of the Tunnel, Six Air-Compressing Engines were erected. The largest Two Pairs of Compound Engines, were supplied by us.

Messrs. S. PEARSON & SON, the Contractors for the construction of the Tunnel, have kindly written to us, as below,
with reference to the quality and working of our Machinery :-

S. PEARSON & SON, CONTRACTONS. BLACKWALL TUNNEL WoRKs, EAsT GREENWICH, S.E.

MESRs. WALKER BROTHERS, PAGEFIEL) lRONWoRKS, WIGAN. May ioth, 1897.
DEAR 'IRs,-We are pleased to confirm what we told you verbally the other day, viz: that we consider the Air Cylinders and Valves of your Compressors to be the best for such

work as we have been carrying out on the above Contract.

One ot youP Engines Pan fop almout a year without utopping, and it gives us great pleasure to thus testify to the good qualities of the plant which

we purchased from you. We are, 1ear Sirs, Yours taithfully. (Signed) pro S. PEARSON & SON, E. W. MOIR.

PAGEFIELD IRON WORKS, WIGAN, ENG.
REPRENAIVE FOR FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E., 204 St. James St., Montreal
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Chemical and
Assay Apparatus Z>'

ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACID

FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
TH E H AIILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTFITS .. .. .

Becker's Balances and Weights.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavaher's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOCUE ON APPLICATION

}bynmap, $o$s 1s eompany
380, 382, 384, and 386 ST. PAUL STREET,

MONTREAL.

Mining Engineer Wanted.
An experienced Mining Engineer, to report upon

mineral claims in the Lake of the Woods District.
Address with references to W. A. MARSH, Quebec, Can.

POSITIV GRI wR[NO
For PIPE, SQUARE and HEXAGON

NUTS, STEEL BOLTS, &c.

DROP FORCED CAST STEEL. OIL TEMPERED.
JAWS WHICH CAN BE FILED.

10 in.

14
18 "

24

takes Pipe
4 0'

" ' N

2

"21/

in.
6

- $I.oo

~ 1.50

- 2.00

- 3-00

each.

'r

Aikenhead Hardware Go.,
TORONTO.

CANADAS LEADINQ TOOL.. I-IOUSE.

MILL AND MINING MAI4INERY.
Shafting, Pulleys, Gearing, Hangers, Boilers, Engines, Steam Pumps, Chilled Car Wheels and

Car Castings. Brass and iron Castings of Every Description. Light and Heavy Forgings.

ALEX. FLEeK, -Vulcan Iron Works,' -OTTAWA.

THE SWANSEA FORGING CO.
Successors to ONTARIO BOLT 00. LIMITED.

-MANUFACTURERS OF-

STrack Bolts and Nuts-
Bridge and Roof Rods--Drift Bolts-

Wrot and Cast Washers-

Square and Hexagon Nuts-
Railroad and Contractors Supplies.

Carriage, Machine, #1low and Special Boit&.

Drop Forgi 1 ir kinde. Carriage Hardware.

WORKS AND HEAD OFFICE, SWANSEA-NEAR TORONTO, CAN.
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FO R ..

.......................

18991i
MINING
MINING
M.INE N

INVESTORS
ENGINEERS

nANAGERS . .. à

...NINTH ANNUAL ISSUE...

THE CANADIAN MINING MANUAL
AND MINING COMPANIES YEAR BOOK

A Complete and Handily Arranged Work of Reference to the
Mining and Smelting Companies of the Dominion . . . .

ENDORSED BY THE MINING -PROFESSION

* e
* Mr. S. M. ROBINS, Superintendent,

New Vancouver Coal Mining & Land Co., Nanaimo.

I take this opportunity of again expressing my appreciation
of your carefully prepared and valuable wor-k. I really do not know
what we should do without it now, for one at once turns instinct-
ively to it when seeking mining information of all kinds In
addition to the four copies ordered on enclosed slip, please for-
ward one copy to the Secretary of the Company in London.

Dr. C. M. PERCY, Wigan, England.
With this valuable book my readers are well in touch, and I

e need only repeat here what I have more than once written in this M
Journal, that for interesting and valuable information on Canadian
mineral industries and resources, it could hardly be excelled. No A Work for theReady Now. person can know industrial Canada without it ; any one may under-

Price, $4.00, ~stand industrial Canada with it. IVSO n
Pric ,$400. MANUFACTURER.

THE JAMES COOPER MANUFACTURING CO. Limited,
Montreal.

The MANUAL is the most useful book in our office.

* JAMES MABETHA& Co.kNforYothe

WMe appreciate the MANUAL very highly. It is just what we
0 want, and we would consider it cheap at ten times the amount. e

LCOALUCO.,RWestvilleRS.Ve are very rAuch pleased with the MANUAL, and find it very
0 heMANUALoisCthesmostousefulnbooke iofie..• wa o ope adAvets nt, and e ould consdde i ceapa e ie h mut

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW,
OTTAWA, ONT.
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Canada Atlantic Ry.JMine
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEEN Locomotives Locomotives, Screens

Ottawa and Montreal. oal Cutters, Drills
Tipples, Elevators, are

RAINS DAILYEADERS
EXCEPT SUNDAY

And Sunday Train Both DirectionsPULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS
Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland Columbus, O.
And ail Pointe EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And all NEW ENGLAND POINTS

.irough Buffet Wagner Sleeper |etween Ollavw mad leu York,
Bao ae checked to ail points and passed ctcms in transit.r tjckta, time tables and information, a7pply to nearest ticket

agent of this company or connecting lines.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. AsCa Gen. Passenger AgtC

C. J. SMTTHE, Gen. Traffic Manager.

Coumus O

The McCully

Rock and Ore Crusher....

Central Shaft with Crusher-Head supported from
Instead of et lower end.

GUARANTEED to do more work with one-half less powex than
now known.

top

any other Crusher 1

Received two awards at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago, Medal and Diplomas.
The only awards given for this type of Crusher.

Also received an award and medal at the "Mid-Winter Fair," San Francisco, Cal.
Send for Catalogue or further information to

Pat.nt...n
Comad. end United States. Waterous,

BRANTFORD, CANADA
Cenian Manufacturers of the MoCully Rock Crusher

JEFFREY

1

1ELEVATORS
CONVEYORS

6WIRECALE m.

- For long anielaortdistau

THE JEFFRET MF&.00.
Columbus, Ohio.

41 DU 8TRW.ET.
NEW YORK.

RELIAB ILITY
Makes the worth in EDDY'S
MATCHES-seeing our name
on the box begets confidence.
Lots of other makes where
you get more wood for your
money - many imitations
too, put up "like EDDY'S,"
but they are very different
in use.

This name guarantees
the quality.

Th U E. B. EY D . Lt .
HIULL, CANADA.
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RECORD
OUR "eROWN gRAND"FUSE 15
USED IN ALL CLIMATES AND
HAS NEVER CAUSED THE LOSS
OF-A SINGLE LIFE 5INCE OUR WORKS
WERE FIRST E5TABLISHED MORE
THAN A CENTURY-AGO. AFETF

A>kMcORNWAA~
ENGLAND -e

cTOýK5-HELD INQeANADA BY.
ONTARIO POWDER WORKS

KINGSTON,ONT.
RicE LEWIS &SON LTD

TORONTO. ONT

For
Minous
Pit i Snleus DYNAMITE AND EXPLOSIVES Sumrymen

ýontractors

Manufacturers and Dealers in ...

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, FUSE, CAPS, &c.
DA M ITEp .

Propretors. ONTARIO POWDER WORKS 176 ONTARIO STREET

%Kinntnn Ont

HAMILTON POWDER COMPANY.
Manufacturers of Sporting, Military and Blasting

GUNPOWDER, DUALIN, DYNAMITE and ECLIPSE.
Dominion Agents for Safety Fuse, Electric Blasting Apparatus, Etc.

Office: 103 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal.
Branch Offices and Magazines at ail Chief Distributing Points in Canada.

Electric Blasting Apparatus.
Adapte4 for FIrihg aillAtkspl of ExpløstyeS.ised ln uB» ating.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Suerior to ail others for exploding any make of dynamite orblasting poMr

Each Fume folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 each. Al
tested and warranted. Single and double strength with any length of.wirgs.

Blasting Machines.
The strongest and most powerf ul machines ever madeforr X tric Bsting.

They are especially adapted for submarine blasting, large railroad quarrying,
and mining works.1

Victor Blasting Machine.
Fires 5 to 8 holes ; weighs 15 lbs., adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc.

• " C°iE" AIES MACBETH & 00., 128 laidon Lano, New York, U.S.A. ENDO
CATAMOU«



THE SNOW STEAM PUMP WORKS,
MÂNtTFACTUR"RS OP

Steam Pumps, Pumping Engines and Hydiaulic Machineily.
General Agents for Canada, DRUMMOND, McCALL & CO., Montreal.,

Local Agent F. R. MENDENHALL, Rossland, B. C.

Pumps Kept in Stock at Montreal and Rossland.

MONTREAL...
PIPE FOUNDRY 00.

MANUFACTURERS 0F...

CAST IRON
WATER AND GAS _____

OFFICES:

CANADA LIFE BUILDING

MONTREAL.
WORKS: LACHINE, QUE. PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The Montreal Car Wheel Ce.
. MANUFACTURERS0F.

Works: OHILLED
LACHINE,

Que WHELS
Offices:

CANADA LIFE
BUILDING.

For Railroad, Electric Car, Street Railway and
Lumber Truck Service, Etc.

THOMAS J. DRUMMOND, General Manage'.

MONTREAL.

CANADA RON FURNACE 00. Limited
IYIANLJFACTU~EI~S 0F.

Brand :
iC. 1. F.11

Three Rivers.- OHARQOAL PlC IRON
ALSO MAKERS OF PRESSED AND REPRESSED BRICKS.

Canada Life Building
PLANTS AT

RADMOR FORGES, QUE.

LAC A LA TORTUE, *

TNREE RIVERS, "

ORANDES PILES,

GEO. E. DRUMMOND, Managing Director and Treasurer.

a



IHE DOMINION WIRE ROPE 00. LIMITED
MONTREAL, CAN.

Manufacturers of " LANG'S" PATENT WIRE ROPES

FOR COLLIERY AND GENERAL
MINING PURPOSES.

ALSO BEST STEEL WIRE ROPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

BRANCH OFFICES: Vancouver, B.C. Winnipeg, Man. Ottawa, Ont.
Rossland, B.C. Toronto, Ont. Halifax, N.S.

CATALOGUE[ON
APPLICATION.

To decide which type of boiler vill produce steam
at the lowest cost, it is necessary to consider the cost
of the boiler, the evaporation of water per pound of
fuel and the expense of keeping the boiler in working
order.

Compare our boiler, the " Mumford Iimproved,"

with a vater tube boiler and it will be found that ours
has the advantage in all these points.

cost.-Our boiler costs less on account of its
simpler construction.

Evaporation.-Our boiler is internally fired
and therefore more heat is absorbed by the water.
The water circulation, an important factor in evapor-
ation, is similar to and probably more rapid than that
of a water tube boiler. Tests made by disinterested
parties with the same coal resulted in favor of our
boiler.

Expense.- The furnace of a water tube boiler
requires relining with firebrick frequentlv, a large item
of expense xxbich is not required wvith our boiler.

Robb Engineering Co. Limited, Amherst, N.S.

FRASER &
crncAa-c~,

Mining

Machinery,

Stamp Mills,

Smelters,

Rock Crushers,

Riedler Pumps

and

Air Compressors

FRASER & CHALMERS

CHALMERS
cImX.. "[r. S. .A.

Hoisting Engines

Frue Vanners,

Sederbohm,

Adams and

Wood Boliers,

Corliss Engines,

Concentrating

Machinery.

have the best manufacturing facilities for making anything In the
Perforated Metal Une, Placer Grizzlys with Taper Holes, Stamp

Mill Scrcens, Trommels, Coal Screens, &c. Screen Samples on Reques

THE COST OF STEAM

-Ol TDOlT., E-lT&krE-aàÉ-1T-


